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Abstract 

This paper studies the relation between the wage and amenity components of frm 
compensation under collective bargaining. A posting model of wages and amenities 
where Nash bargaining between unions and employers determine frm-specifc compen-
sation bundles shows that unions can ofset the markdowns incurred by workers in 
monopsonistic labor markets. Merging linked employer-employee data to the universe 
of collective bargaining agreements (CBAs) in Brazil, I augment the wage informa-
tion of workers with the comprehensive set of workplace amenities codifed in the text 
of CBAs. To estimate the value of these amenities, I decompose revealed preference 
measures of the value of employment at an establishment into corresponding wage 
premiums and CBA clauses. Dispersion across establishments in terms of compen-
sation increases once amenity premiums are accounted for, i.e., variance increases by 
4.1%. Evidence of compensating diferentials is only found in low rent sectors, but 
are otherwise reversed—that is, high paying establishments also ofer more amenities. 
Leveraging an unexpected shock to bargaining power that diferentially impacted ne-
gotiating counterparts, I obtain causal efects on wage premiums, amenity premiums, 
and employment. This analysis reveals elasticities of labor supply with respect to com-
pensation of 1.82, suggesting that unions are in fact countering employer market power 
(with markdowns between 0.73 and 0.83). Assuming efcient bargaining, the estimates 
indicate that amenities account for 29% of compensation. 
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A long tradition in economic thought, dating back at least to Robinson (1933), argues 

that labor market frictions generate monopsony power, allowing frms to set compensation— 

whether it be in the form of wages or amenities—below efcient levels. As such, labor market 

institutions like collective bargaining can constrain frms in ways that impact efciency, in-

equality, and trade-ofs between the wage and amenity components of compensation. How-

ever, the lack of systematic information on the amenities provided across workplaces has 

severely limited the discipline’s ability to empirically test these implications. 

I develop a novel measure for the value of amenities at establishments covered by col-

lective bargaining agreements (CBAs) to study the relation between the wage and amenity 

components of frm compensation. Specifcally, this paper leverages the rich data and in-

stitutional features of the Brazilian labor market to answer the following set of questions: 

How is the composition of frm compensation split between wages and amenities? Do higher 

paying frms provide more (or less) amenities? Does accounting for amenities reduce (or 

exacerbate) inequality? Can the strengthening of unions improve efciency? 

The empirical approach relies on observing a comprehensive set of amenities at the es-

tablishment level. Consequently, I merge the universe of CBAs in Brazil (2009-2016) to 

their respective establishments of coverage in linked employer-employee data. To estimate 

the value of the amenities implied by CBAs, I decompose a revealed preference measure 

of the value of employment at an establishment into its wage premium and CBA clause 

types, using a double machine learning (DML) approach. Each clause type is assigned a 

wage-equivalent value by dividing its estimated marginal impact by that of wages, so that 

the value weighted sum of the CBA clauses covering an establishment captures the amenity 

premium ofered to its workers. Descriptive analyses of these premiums provide insights to 

the relation between the wage and amenity components of frm compensation. Furthermore, 

leveraging an unexpected shock to bargaining power that diferentially impacted negotiating 

counterparts, I use a diference-in-diferences design to obtain causal efects on wage premi-

ums, amenity premiums, and employment. Interpreting these estimates under a collective 

bargaining model speaks to the labor market implications of strengthening unions. 

The paper starts with a posting model of wages and amenities where Nash bargaining 

between unions and employers determine frm-specifc compensation bundles. Without the 

constraints imposed by a union, compensation is below the marginal revenue product of labor 

with Lerner markdowns decreasing as workers’ labor supply to the frm becomes less elastic 

with respect to either wages or amenities. Interestingly, the composition of compensation— 

which intuitively tilts toward what is more elastic and less costly to provide—is optimal for 

the marginal worker in that it satisfes equality between the marginal rates of substitution 

and transformation (MRS=MRT). Under collective bargaining, the relative power of the 
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negotiating counterparts trace a contract curve on the amenity-wage space where employ-

ment efects are positive (negative) for solutions where the labor supply (demand) curve is 

binding. The slope of the contract curve depends on the efort to bargain over wages relative 

to amenities, which can be fully characterized under an efcient bargaining assumption, i.e., 

MRS=MRT holds throughout the contract curve. 

I then take the baseline posting model to defne the wage-equivalent value of an amenity: 

given an amenity change, what is the change in wages required to maintain the value of 

employment at a frm constant? Two of the three components in this relation can be es-

timated with linked-employer employee data: 1) the value of employment at an establish-

ment using revealed preference information from worker fows as in Sorkin (2018); and 2) 

establishment-specifc wage premiums based on the two-way fxed efects model of Abowd 

et al. (1999)—henceforth AKM. The third component is added by merging in CBA clauses, 

which come from negotiations involving more than 11 thousand unions covering more than 

half of the private workforce. Using only sectoral CBAs from 2009-2011, the 10-fold cross-ft 

partialing out lasso regressions underlying DML select among hundreds of potential controls 

to aim for the identifying assumption, i.e., conditional independence. Importantly, I leverage 

the noise in the regression variables to obtain an attenuated estimated value of amenities. 

The results from the DML regressions indicate that workers value issues concerning shift 

pays, worker voice, as well as benefts to advanced-age workers and women. They also reveal 

that workers dislike workplace environments with job insecurity, employer-employee conficts, 

risks of injury, and issues concerning child labor and equal treatment of women. Importantly, 

stability in the coefcient of the wage premium across the 137 DML regressions suggests that 

selection on observables may be sufcient for identifcation. Using these values to generate 

establishment-specifc amenity premiums show interesting patterns. For example, amenities 

tend to be low at the start of economic recessions and are not necessarily the highest in 

the richer regions of Brazil. Furthermore, amenity premiums correlate with establishment-

specifc behaviors that validate their interpretation. That is, maternity leaves and leaves due 

to non-work related pain are positively correlated with amenity premiums, while disability-

induced retirements and leaves due to work-related accidents are negatively correlated with 

amenity premiums. 

Taking the amenity premiums implied from frm-level CBAs (i.e., those not used in 

the DML regressions), I move on to explore the relation between the wage and amenity 

components of frm compensation. I fnd that even with attenuated measures of amenity 

premiums, these constitute close to 5% of compensation on average. Moreover, accounting for 

amenities implies an exacerbation in the inequality driven by establishments. Specifcally, 

the variance in wage premiums across establishments increases by 4.1% when adding the 
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amenity premiums. Looking at how amenity premiums vary with wage premiums, I fnd that 

compensating diferentials seem to depend on available rents. That is, a negative relation 

exists in low rent sectors (i.e., those with wage premiums below the mean of the restaurant 

industry) while a positive relation prevails elsewhere. This rent-sharing in the form of wages 

and amenities is also more substantial at establishments located in local labor markets where 

unions enjoy strong support from workers, as proxied by union density. 

Finally, I use an exogenous shift in bargaining power to trace the contract curve on the 

amenity-wage space. With a court decision that kept CBA clauses in force after expiration 

of the agreement (a policy known as ultractivity), establishments covered by CBAs at the 

time of the policy saw a diferential increase in the bargaining power of unions relative to 

those that were uncovered. The diference-in-diference estimates of ultractivity’s impact 

on wage premiums, amenity premiums, and employment indicate that both compensation 

and employment increase with stronger unions. Interpreted under the efcient bargaining 

assumption, these results allow me to obtain a non-attenuated composition of frm compen-

sation and bound the Lerner markdowns. I fnd that amenities actually account for 29% 

of compensation. Furthermore, Lerner markdowns are between 0.73 and 0.83 suggesting 

efciency gains from increasing union power. 

This paper contributes to three related literatures. First, it contributes to the well-

established literature that studies the impact of unions on the labor market. There are 

several papers associating the weakening of unions and declining CBA coverage to higher 

wage inequality (DiNardo et al., 1996; Card, 2001; Firpo et al., 2009; Frandsen, 2012; Farber 

et al., 2018). However, studies exploiting quasi-experimental variation in unionization fnd 

negligible efects on workers’ wages (Freeman and Kleiner, 1990; Lalonde et al., 1996; DiNardo 

and Lee, 2004; Lee and Mas, 2012; Frandsen, 2013). More recently, there are some studies 

looking at other dimensions of what unions do (Freeman and Medof, 1984), such as the 

study on worker voice by Harju et al. (2021). Along these lines, this paper provides a 

holistic account of what unions do when their bargaining power increases. 

Second, this paper contributes to the broad literature accounting for amenities as a 

relevant form of compensation for workers’ supply of labor. The importance of workplace 

amenities has been long recognized in the theory of equalizing diferences (Rosen, 1986). 

Work on compensating diferentials with longitudinal employer-employee data has relied 

on revealed preferences due, in part, to the lack of comprehensive information on amenities 

across frms (e.g., Taber and Vejlin, 2016; Lavetti and Schmutte, 2016; Sorkin, 2018; Lamadon 

et al., 2019). Meanwhile, variation in specifc workplace amenities—both through survey 

data (Hamermesh, 1999; Pierce, 2001; Maestas et al., 2018) and experimental studies (Flory 
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et al., 2014; Wiswall and Zafar, 2017; Mas and Pallais, 2017; Drake et al., 2021)—has been 

exploited for calculating revealed preference estimates of their dollar value. Using similar 

revealed preference assumptions, I combine administrative data with text analysis to provide 

a wage-equivalent measure for the value of a large set of amenities, i.e., those secured by 

unions through CBAs. Armed with this novel and comprehensive measure, I show that 

accounting for amenities has important implications for inequality. 

Lastly, this paper relates to the literature on imperfect competition in labor markets. 

Stemming from the work of Robinson (1933), models where employers have market power in 

wage setting have received renewed interest in economics (Ashenfelter et al., 2010; Manning, 

2003). Numerous empirical papers have documented imperfect competition in labor markets 

(Falch, 2010; Ransom and Oaxaca, 2010; Ransom and Sims, 2010; Staiger et al., 2010; Hirsch 

et al., 2010; Depew and Sørensen, 2013; Webber, 2015; Dube et al., 2018a,b; Caldwell and 

Oehlsen, 2018; Lamadon et al., 2019; Kline et al., 2019; Goolsbee and Syverson, 2019).1 The 

estimates of the elasticity of labor supply to frms in these diverse settings vary between 0.1 

and 4.0, which are low enough to suggest that wages are marked down from workers’ marginal 

revenue product. Nonetheless, as pointed out by Manning (2011), omitted variables such as 

amenities may be biasing these estimates downward. I tackle the aforementioned concern 

directly, providing estimates of elasticities with respect to amenity-inclusive compensation 

(not just wages) that are within the range of signifcant monopsony power. 

The paper is structured as follows. Section 1 formalizes the posting model over wages and 

amenities, which is then constrained by collective bargaining. Section 2 defnes the wage-

equivalent value of amenities and maps it to the data and empirical approach. Section 3 

presents the identifed values of CBA clauses and conducts validation exercises for the mea-

sure of amenity premiums. Section 4 analyzes the relation between the wage and amenity 

premiums. Section 5 exploits the shock to bargaining power to obtain causal estimates that 

are interpreted under the efcient bargaining assumption of the model. Section 6 concludes. 

1 Collective Bargaining Model 

This section formalizes a collective bargaining model over wages and amenities under imper-

fect labor market competition. The initial building block is a posting model where asym-

metric information about workers’ heterogeneous preferences over work environments enables 

frms to post compensation bundles made up of wages and amenities (Card et al., 2018). 

Firm posting is then constrained through collective bargaining in a right-to-manage frame-

1In the case of Brazil, Haanwinckel (2018) shows that a model where frms compete monopsonistically for 
labor (among other features) empirically matches several aspects of wage inequality. 
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work. i.e., Nash bargaining between frms and unions pins down the compensation bundle, 

taking employment as given by the binding labor curve at the negotiated bundle (Nickell 

and Andrews, 1983). This model provides a framework for analyzing how unions impact the 

composition of frm compensation. 

1.1 Posting wages and amenities 

Suppose there are J frms in a market, where each frm j ∈ {1, ..., J} posts a pair (wj , aj ) 

of wages and amenities that workers observe at no cost. Assume that frms hire any worker 

that is willing to accept the job at the posted compensation bundle up until marginal cost 

exceeds marginal revenue—that is, up until labor demand becomes binding. For simplicity, 

I’ll assume that labor demand is never binding but will relax this assumption once collective 

bargaining is introduced in the next section. 

The market has workers with heterogeneous preferences over the work environments 

ofered by frms. For each worker i, the indirect utility of working at frm j is: 

uij = β log(wj − b) + η log(aj − q) + ϵi,j , (1) 

where b and q are the workers’ reference wage and amenity levels (stemming for example from 

the compensation paid in an outside competitive sector), and ϵi,j refers to the idiosyncratic 

preferences from working at frm j, arising from match factors such as commute time and 

coworker collegiality, among others. Assuming that the {ϵi,j } are independent draws from 

a type I Extreme Value distribution and the number of frms J is very large (McFadden, 

1973), workers’ choice probabilities are closely approximated by exponential probabilities: 

pj ≈ λ exp(β log(wj − b) + η log(aj − q)), (2) 

where λ is a constant common across all frms in the market. Hence, the frm-specifc labor 

supply functions are approximated by: 

log(Lj ) = log(λ) + β log(wj − b) + η log(aj − q). (3) 

Firms generate revenue in a perfectly competitive product market (whose price is used 

as the numeraire) by producing output: 

Yj = Tj f(Lj ), (4) 

where Tj represents a frm-specifc productivity shifter and f(·) is the production function— 
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assumed to be a twice continuously diferentiable and homogeneous of degree α ∈ (0, 1). The 

market is further simplifed by ignoring capital and intermediate inputs. 

The frm’s problem is to post the wages and amenities that minimize production costs 

given labor supply (3). The posted wages and amenities are common to all workers since 

frms cannot discriminate on the basis of their idiosyncratic preferences {ϵi,j }. The optimal 
choice is the solution to the following cost-minimization problem: 

¯min(wj + ξj aj )L(wj , aj ) s.t. Tj f(L(wj , aj )) ≥ Y , (5) 
w,a 

where ξj captures heterogeneity in the cost of amenity provision across frms, which could 

be due to diferences in HR capabilities for implementing new benefts, for example.2 

The frst order conditions are given by: ! 
L L1 + ewj + eaj ′ (Lj )µj (6)wj L = Tj f 
ewj ! 
L L1 + ewj + eaj 

= Tj f ′ (Lj )µj , (7)ξj aj Leaj 

where eL and eL represent the frm-specifc labor supply elasticities with respect to wages wj aj 

and amenities, respectively, and where µj captures the marginal cost of production, which 

the frm will equate to marginal revenue at its optimal choice for Yj . As such, the right-

hand-side of the frst order conditions represents the marginal revenue product of labor. 

Meanwhile, the left-hand-sides represent the marginal factor cost of labor with respect to 

compensation as wages in (6) and as amenities in (7). 

The frst order conditions imply that the optimal compensation package of the “monop-

sonistic” frm (wM , aM ) is given by: j j ! 
Le

w M = Tj f ′ (Lj )µj 
wj 

(8)j L L1 + ewj + eaj ! 
Le

a M = Tj f ′ (Lj )µj 
aj 

. (9)j L Lξj (1 + e )wj + eaj 

Wages are below marginal product not only because compensation in the form of amenities 

exists, but also because of employer market power. In fact, the more inelastic workers are to 

a given type of compensation, the more it will be marked down from their marginal product. 

2The model assumes a fxed ξj for each frm, but one could also posit a cost function that is either convex or 
concave in aj , as well as costs that vary with the composition of the workforce—as in Drake et al. (2021). 
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� � 
LMoreover, the ratio of wages-to-amenities equals ξj ewj /e

L , implying that the composition aj 

of compensation tilts toward the type that is more elastic and less costly to provide. In 

other words, if either ξj → ∞ or eL → 0 compensation will solely be in the form of wages. aj 

Hence, to the extent that amenities are not prohibitively expensive and that workers care 

about amenities, the bundles ofered by frms will include some amenity compensation. 

To fnalize the discussion of the posting model, it is helpful to compare the monopsonistic 

compensation bundle to that in a perfectly competitive market: ! 
Le

w ∗ = Tj f ′ (Lj )µj 
wj 

(10)j L Lewj + eaj ! 
Le

a ∗ = Tj f ′ (Lj )µj 
aj 

. (11)j L Lξj (e )wj + eaj 

The solution (wj 
∗ , a ∗ 

j ) is pinned down by two conditions: 1) marginal cost equals marginal 

revenue; and 2) marginal rate of substitution equals marginal rate of transformation. In the � 
L L � 

M M wj ajmonopsonistic case, the frst condition does not hold since wj +ξj aj = Tj f ′ (Lj )µj
e +e

,L L1+e +ewj aj 

where the term in parentheses is the traditional Lerner markdown modifed to incorpo-

rate amenities. The second condition, surprisingly, holds under monopsony since MRS 

equals MRT is implied from the composition of compensation result discussed above, i.e., 
M Lw ξj ej wj 3 
M L = . Therefore, although employer power marks down workers’ compensation, the 

aj eaj 

composition of the wage and amenity bundle is optimal for the marginal worker.4 

1.2 Bargaining over wages and amenities 

I now introduce collective bargaining into the model as a labor market institution that con-

strains frm posting under imperfect competition. This follows a right-to-manage framework, 

in that frms and unions negotiate the compensation bundle through Nash bargaining consid-

ering employment as given by either the labor supply or the labor demand curve—whichever 

is binding at the negotiated bundle. The general intuition is that by seeking to improve 

on-the-job returns for workers, the union can push compensation above the monopsonistic 

bundle. 

The Nash bargaining problem 

1−γ ϵγ (1−ϵ)γ max [π(w, a)] [(v(w) − v(gw)) L(w, a)] [(v(a) − v(ga)) L(w, a)] (12) 
w,a 

L L e ξj ewj aj 1 wj wj 
L L 

3MRS equals MRT means that = which implies = . 
e wj ξj aj eaj aj 

4The optimal level of compensation equates the MRS of the average worker with the MRT of the frm. Since 
this model assumes homogeneous preferences over amenities aj , the monopsonistic outcome is also efcient. 
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maximizes wages and amenities over the weighted product of the frm’s objective and the 

union’s objective.5 The frm is maximizing profts π(w, a) with relative bargaining power 

1 − γ. The union is modeled as being split into two committees: one maximizing wage gains 

and the other maximizing amenity gains—relative to the respective inside options (gw, ga)— 

among the employed L(w, a) using some increasing and concave union preference function 

v(·).6 The relative bargaining power of the union γ ∈ [0, 1] is allocated to each committee 

based on ϵ ∈ [0, 1]. 

The contract curve tracing the Nash bargaining solution (wNB, aNB ) for all values of γ 

can be characterized using the problem’s frst order conditions. For simplicity, assuming 

v(·) = log(·), f(L) = Lα, and constant elasticities of labor supply, labor demand, and proft 

with respect to wages and amenities, the slope of the contract curve is given by � �� �� �da 1 − ϵ eπw a 
= (13)

dw ϵ ea
π w 

which is always positive, i.e., compensation increases with the union’s relative bargaining 

power. 

Consequently, the slope of the contract curve depends on ϵ with compensation titling 

towards wages as ϵ increases. As such, I refer to this parameter as the efort to bargain over 

wages relative to amenities. I assume that ϵ is such that the composition of compensation 

implies MRS equals MRT for any γ. Setting equation (13) equal to the efcient mix of 

amenities-to-wages (discussed in Section 1.1) and simplifying gives 

LSe
ϵNB w = . (14)

LS LSew + ea 

Intuitively, efort to bargain over wages relative to amenities is set to the responsiveness of 

labor supply to wages relative to amenities. 

[INSERT FIGURE 1] 

The Nash bargaining solution (wNB , aNB) can be either supply constrained or demand 

constrained.7 Figure 1a provides an example characterizing the set of solutions on the wage-

amenity space. Any bundle below the curve where marginal cost equals marginal revenue 

5The maximization problem’s constraints are: π(w, a) ≥ 0, L(w, a) ≥ 0, w ≥ gw, and a ≥ ga. The subscript 
j is dropped since the model is now focusing on negotiations between a given frm and its union. 

6The inside option is the outcome from a negotiation impasse, i.e., no agreement is reached. 
7There are some values of γ under which elasticities of supply give demand constrained solutions and elas-
ticities of demand give supply constrained solutions. These cases occur as the Nash bargaining solution 
approaches the boundary where MC equals MR from below and from above (see Figure B1). 
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is supply constrained and any bundle above this curve is demand constrained. Naturally, 

the outcome under perfect competition is at the boundary where MC equals MR, while the 

monopsony outcome is supply constrained, i.e., MC<MR. 

At γ = 0, the solution is given by the inside option (gw, ga) which is assumed to be on 

the segment connecting the monopsonistic and perfectly competitive outcomes. The contract 

curve starts at the inside option traveling toward (w ∗ , a ∗) maintaining a slope that guarantees 

an efcient composition of compensation. As illustrated in Figure 1b, employment is increas-

ing with compensation in this initial segment of the contract curve. However, once bargaining 

power is such that the Nash bargaining solution becomes demand constrained—i.e., above 

the perfectly competitive outcome—employment will then decrease with compensation. As 

such, employment responses to changes in compensation provide some evidence as to whether 

strengthening unions would improve or deteriorate labor market efciency. 

In short, the frm and the workers (collectively represented by a union) are sharing the 

rents generated from their joint production. By pushing compensation above what would be 

posted by a monopsonistic employer, collective bargaining can improve the efciency of the 

labor market. Importantly, the objective of unions are assumed to be such that the optimal 

mix of wages and amenities is maintained. This efcient bargaining assumption allows one 

to learn about the model parameters from data (see Section 5.2), but is not innocuous. It 

implicitly rules out diferences between union objectives and the interests workers, which 

seems plausible under the democratic structure of Brazilian unions. 

2 Valuing Amenities 

To study the wage and amenity components of compensation both items need to be quantifed 

on a common metric. This section combines a revealed preference approach to understand 

workers’ value of employment at a frm (Sorkin, 2018) with the posting model presented 

in Section 1.1 to provide the theoretical underpinning for a wage-equivalent measure of 

amenities. I then proceed to describe the data used in this paper as well as the empirical 

approach to estimate the value of the amenities implied by CBAs. 

2.1 Wage-equivalent value of amenities 

Denote Ṽj as the common value of employment for any worker i at frm j. Common value 

means that all workers agree on Ṽj such that a single job ladder exists ranking frms according 

to this value. All else equal, workers value higher compensation bundles so that one can write 

Ṽj = h(wj , aj ), where h(·) in strictly increasing in both arguments. The utility of workers 
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from employment at the frm, however, is heterogeneous and given by uij = h(wj , aj ) + εij , 

where εij captures an individual’s idiosyncratic preferences for working at j. 

I defne the wage-equivalent value of an amenity as the change in wages ∆wj required to 

maintain the common value of employment Ṽj constant as a result of a change in amenities 

∆aj . The posting model in Section 1.1 assumes that h(wj , aj ) = β log(wj − b)+ η log(aj − q). 

As such, a 1 ppt decrease in aj would require a eL/eL ppt increase in wj so that ∆ Ṽj = 0.a w 

The intuition here is that if workers’ labor supply is more responsive to changes in wages 

than in amenities, then a forgone amenity can be compensated cheaply. 

Consequently, observing ( Ṽj , wj , aj ) is sufcient for estimating the wage-equivalent value 

of amenities. The baseline equation uij = Ṽj + εij provides a theoretical foundation for the 

empirical approach used to estimate these objects (see Section 2.3). I now present the model 

behind the estimation approach for each of these components. 

Common value of employment 

The starting point here is uij = Ṽj + εij . In a market with only two frms and independently 

distributed type I Extreme Value εij across workers, the probability that a worker prefers 
exp(Ṽj )frm j over k is given by . With N workers and letting Mjk denote the number exp(Ṽj )+exp(Ṽk) 

of workers choosing frm j over k, the following relation between employment decisions and 

valuations of frm-specifc employment is established: Mkj /Mjk = exp( Ṽk)/ exp(Ṽj ). 

In a labor market with multiple frms j ∈ J , the above condition imposes a restriction 

on each pair of frms, i.e., 

Mkj exp(Ṽj) = Mjk exp(Ṽk), ∀j ∈ J . (15) 

Following Sorkin (2018), one can relax this condition by imposing a single restriction per 

frm that guarantees a consistent valuation of employers (e.g., no Condorcet cycles), as well 

as a unique set of frm-level values that best explains worker fows across frms. Summing 

equation (15) across all employers and rearranging terms gives 

value-weighted entry z }| {X 
Mkj exp(Ṽj ) 

j∈J X = exp( Ṽk), (16)| {z }Mjk 
value 

j∈J | {z }
exits 

which implies a single linear restriction per frm. 
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The intuition behind equation (16) is that a valuable frm tends to be chosen over other 

valuable frms and has fewer workers leave it. This recursive defnition of exp( Ṽj ) is closely 

linked to Google’s PageRank algorithm for ranking web-pages in a search. Along these lines, 

one can solve for exp( Ṽj ) as a fxed point in a linear system. Moreover, a unique solution 

exists if the set of employers are strongly connected, i.e., a frm has to both hire a worker 

from and have a worker hired by a frm in the set. 

Wage and amenity premiums 

The starting point again is uij = Ṽj + εij but with the assumption that Ṽj = β log(wj − b) + 

η log(aj − q)—implicit in the derivation of the posting model in Section 1.1. Rearranging 

equations (8) and (9), one can write wages and amenities as weighted averages of the marginal 

revenue product of labor and their respective reference values, i.e., !� � Lβ 1 + e
wj = 

L Tjf ′ (Lj )µj + aj 
L b (17)

1 + β + e 1 + β + eaj aj !� � Lη 1 + e
aj = 

L Tj f ′ (Lj )µj + wj 
L q. (18)

ξj (1 + η + e ) 1 + η + ewj wj 

Assume a linear technology f(Lj ) = θLj and price-taking frms in the output market 

to specify the marginal revenue product of labor: Tj f ′ (Lj)µj = Tj Pj θ. To simplify further, 

assume that reference wages and amenities are proportional to productivity (b = b̄θ and 

q = q̄θ). Rearranging terms and taking logs results in ! 
θb̄(1 + eL ) � � 

log(wj ) = log aj

L + log 1 + βRw
j (19)

1 + β + eaj! 
θq̄(1 + eL ) � � 

log(aj ) = log wj 
L + log 1 + ηRj

a , (20)
1 + η + ewj 

where Rw = Tj Pj /[(1 + eL b] and Ra = Tj Pj /[ξj (1 + eL q]. With relatively small values of j aj )
¯

j wj )¯

βRj
w and ηRj

a, log wages and log amenities are functions of a fxed worker component and a 

fxed frm component as in Abowd et al. (1999)—henceforth AKM. Specifcally, ! 
b̄(1 + eL )

log(wj ) = log aj

L θ + βRj
w (21)

1 + β + eaj ! 
q̄(1 + eL )

log(aj ) = log wj 
L θ + ηRj

a . (22)
1 + η + ewj 
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In short, equations (21) and (22) imply that the wages and amenities of workers can be 

written in the form 

log(wj ) = αw + ψj
w (23) 

log(aj ) = αa + ψj
a , (24) 

where ψw = βRj
w is a frm-specifc wage premium and ψa = ηRj

a is a frm-specifc amenity 

premium. To separately identify these premiums from the worker fxed efects, one must 

focus on a set of frms that are connected through worker fows. Both of these premiums are 

increasing with the frm’s productivity Tj . The partition of production rents into wages and 

amenities depends on workers’ relative responsiveness to these types of compensation and 

the frm’s relative provision costs. As in Section 1.1, premiums will tilt toward the form of 

compensation that is more elastic and less costly to provide. 

2.2 Data 

This paper relies on earnings and worker fow information from linked employer-employee 

data. Worker fows are necessary to construct the connected sets of establishments in which 

the common value of employment and AKM fxed efects are identifable (see Section 2.1). 

To analyze amenities, I augment these data by matching the full registry of CBAs to the 

corresponding establishments of coverage. 

Information on labor market outcomes come from Brazil’s linked employer-employee data, 

i.e., Relação Anual de Informações Sociais (RAIS). I primarily use the 2007-2016 fles of this 

annual survey covering the universe of formal sector establishments. The key variables for 

the analyses include: 1) the unique CNPJ identifer of the establishment; 2) the unique 

identifer of the worker; 3) establishment characteristics such as industry and location at the 

municipality level; 4) worker characteristics such as age, education, and contracted hours; 

and 5) the average monthly earnings over a worker’s year-spell. As such, I am able to track 

workers across establishments over time and observe their wages at each job. 

Information on amenities comes from Sistema Mediador—an online registry where all 

CBAs in Brazil since 2009 are written and fled.8 I scraped all CBAs available in the registry 

as of September 2018, focusing on agreements from 2009 to 2016. These CBAs are con-

veniently saved as structured HTML fles, simplifying the extraction of useful information. 

Central to this paper are: 1) the unique CNPJ identifers of all the negotiating counter-

parts; 2) the fling and start dates of the CBA; 3) the geographic coverage of the CBA; and 

8For a detailed account of how Sistema Mediador is used in practice, refer to Appendix C. 
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4) the CBA’s clauses classifed into groups—e.g., wage foor, maternity leave, work shifts, 

vacations—along with the full text of each clause. 

[INSERT TABLE 1] 

I create a sample that follows the establishment-specifc evolution of CBAs over time 

in the private sector. I frst determine which establishments in RAIS are covered by each 

CBA from Sistema Mediador. In the case of frm-level CBAs, I consider all establishments 

in the municipalities of coverage that belong to the signing frms.9 In the case of sectoral 

agreements, I consider all establishments in the municipalities of coverage that belong to 

frms afliated to the signing employer associations.10 

Table 1 shows that more than one-fourth of private sector establishments are covered by 

some CBA, driven by sectoral agreements. Moreover, the workers in these establishments 

make up more than half of the entire private sector workforce.11 This extensive CBA coverage 

of the private sector also occurs in a setting where there are over 11 thousand labor unions. 

As such, each year there is an average of more than 15 thousand CBAs signed, providing 

ample variation in the amenities ofered across establishments through collective bargaining. 

2.3 Empirical approach 

The previous sections detail the theoretical foundations for empirical analogues of ( Ṽj , wj , aj ), 

i.e., the objects needed for estimating the wage-equivalent value of amenities. The frst 

two can be estimated with the available data, while the third can be inferred from CBA 

information and the aforementioned estimates. 

First, observed worker fows—assuming voluntary transitions and a common job ladder— 

allow for the estimation of exp( Ṽj ) in a strongly connected set of establishments by fnding 

the fxed point in the linear system of normalized fows. Second, individual-level earnings in 

linked employer-employee data—assuming an exogenous mobility condition—allow for the 

estimation of wage premiums in a connected set of establishments by running an AKM-

style wage regression. Third, while the lack of individual-level amenity information bars 

implementing an AKM-style amenity regression, CBA clauses capture a comprehensive set 

of amenities ofered to all employees. 

The goal of the empirical exercise is to value the amenities implied by CBAs, denoted 

as Ac for each agreement c ∈ C. Assuming that the comprehensiveness of CBAs covers the 
9The CNPJ is a 16-digit unique identifer for establishments where the frst 8 digits correspond to the frm. 
10To determine the link between employer associations and frms, we use the list of CNPJ identifers of 
establishments that pay mandatory dues to each employer association (obtained through FOIA requests). 

11Essentially all workers at an establishment with a CBA are covered by its clauses due to universal coverage. 
That is, union membership is not required to 
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relevant space of amenities commonly valued by workers, estimates of Ac will be informative 

of amenity premiums. For each clause type z ∈ Z, one can leverage the relation Ṽj = 

β log(wj − b) + η log(aj − q) to write � � � �\log exp(Ṽj ) = βwψbj + βa(z) log a(z)j + βxXj + εj , (25) 

\where exp(Ṽj ) is the PageRank value of establishment j; ψbj is the establishment fxed efects 

from a AKM-style wage regression; a(z) is the average count of clause type z at the estab-j 

lishment across time; and Xj includes frm-specifc factors, such as industry and location 

fxed efects.12 

Equation (25) aims at estimating the impact that a specifc clause has on the value 

workers assign to being employed at an establishment conditional on wage premiums and 

other observable characteristics. As such, β̂a(z)/β̂w captures the wage-equivalent value of 

that specifc clause. Taking any agreement c ∈ C, � �X 
ˆAc = βa(z)/β̂w × |a(z)c| (26) 

z∈Z 

represents the value-weighted sum of the clauses in the CBA, which amounts to a measure 

of the value workers assign to the amenities implied by the agreement.13 

Identifcation of the parameters in equation (25) relies on a conditional independence 

assumption. Two aspects of the empirical approach aim at achieving identifcation. First, 

I only use sectoral CBAs for calculating a(z) since these clauses are negotiated between a j 

union and an employer association rather than the individual establishment who has control 

over other workplace characteristics. Second, I use double machine learning (DML) to obtain 

the estimates. DML is a split sample approach where lassos select among hundreds of 

covariates to control for selection on observables. Specifcally, for each clause type z ∈ Z, 
all the Xj and remaining a(k)j for k ̸ z are considered as potential controls using a 10-= 

fold cross-ft partialing out regression. A falsifcation test for the conditional independence 

assumption will be to test the stability of β̂w across clause types. 

Another important consideration is the noise in the dependent and independent variables 

of equation (25). The guiding principle here is to avoid overstating the role of amenities. 
\First, standard errors will be large because exp(Ṽj ) is noisy. By considering only β̂a(z)/β̂w 

that are signifcant at a 95% level, rejecting the null will be less likely, i.e., a sparse set of � � 
12I use the inverse hyperbolic sine instead of the natural logarithm for log a(z)j to handle zeroes. 
13Results are robust to using clause indicators rather than counts. 
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clause types are considered for calculating Ac. 14 Second, a(z)j only proxies for the underlying 

amenities, implying that β̂a is attenuated toward zero. Third, β̂w is also attenuated because 

ψbj is noisy. To avoid having blown up wage-equivalent values, I instrument for ψbj with the 

poaching index rank, i.e., a ranking of all establishments based on the proportion of hires 

that are poached from other establishments (Bagger and Lentz, 2018). 

[INSERT FIGURE 2] � � 
Finally, the sample for calculating Ac consists of pre-2012 estimates for exp(Ṽj ), ψj , a(z)j . 

This is to avoid confounding from the September 2012 shock to bargaining power that the 

paper exploits in Section 5 to back out the bargaining model parameters. Nonetheless, results 

are similar when using estimates from 2012-2016 to calculate Ac. The sample is restricted to 

establishments with a PageRank value and an AKM fxed efect, i.e., the strongly connected 

set. Establishments must also be covered by at least 3 sectoral CBAs in this period.15 

The estimating sample consists of 45,291 establishments. The binned scatter plots in 

Figure 2 reveal the positive relation between the PageRank value of employment and both 

the AKM wage premiums and the mean number of clauses. That is, highly valued frms pay 

higher premiums to workers and tend to be covered by CBAs with more clauses. 

3 Results 

This section presents the results for the wage-equivalent values of CBA clauses. Text analysis 

of these clauses provide further insights as to what workers value about them. I then obtain 

establishment-year amenity premiums from the amenity value implied from CBAs, before 

conducting validation exercises for this measure. 

3.1 Implied value of CBA clauses 

There are 137 diferent clause types categorized in Sistema Mediador. For each of these 

clauses, the specifcation in equation (25) is estimated with a 10-fold cross-ft partialing out 

regression using the poaching index rank as an instrument for the wage premium.16 Critical 

for identifcation is a conditional independence assumption, which would be falsifed if β̂w 

were unstable across these regressions. Figure 3a shows that all but one of the 137 DLM point 

14Standard errors are clustered at the establishment level. Results are robust to considering statistical 
signifcance at the 99% level. 

15The CBAs come from a panel where a single CBA is assigned to each establishment-year observation. 
16Figure B2 shows the extent to which attenuation of β̂w is addressed by the instrument. 
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estimates for β̂w fall within the 95% confdence interval of the wage premium’s coefcient in 

a specifcation where no particular amenity value is being estimated. 

[INSERT FIGURE 3] 

Figure 3b shows the wage-equivalent values implied by each of these clauses using either 

the 2007-2011 or the 2012-2016 sample. As expected, a large majority of the clauses have 

wage-equivalent values that are not statistically distinguishable from zero. While the point 

estimates difer across the two samples, the sign of the coefcient is the same when the null 

is rejected. Moreover, the value of the amenities implied are reasonable. The range of values 

does not exceed 20 log points in both directions, with statistically signifcant point estimates 

averaging about 2 log points in either direction. 

The most and least valued clauses are displayed in Table 2 (a complete list is shown in 

Tables A1 and A2). Below each clause are common tokens of the two topics with highest 

marginal probabilities from an LDA topic model estimated on clause text for all sectoral 

CBAs. Bi-grams are allowed and the number of topics K is chosen based on the LDA model 

with the highest topic coherence score.17 The table also includes example text from the 

clause in question. 

[INSERT TABLE 2] 

The results in Panel A indicate that workers value issues concerning shift pays, worker 

voice, as well as benefts to advanced-age workers and women. Shift pay clauses tend to 

provide workers with additional pay (and possibly food or rest) to workers who have shifts 

on Sundays and holidays. Clauses on employee participation in management seem to provide 

worker voice, e.g., allowing workers to elect representatives to management boards—a topic 

emphasized in Jäger et al. (2019) and Harju et al. (2021). The remaining four clauses in the 

panel focus on benefts to advanced-age workers and women. These clauses include addi-

tional severance for older workers, leave time and job protections for abortions (essentially 

miscarriages in the Brazilian context), and extended maternity leave. 

The results in Panel B suggest that workers dislike workplace environments with job 

insecurity, employer-employee conficts, risks of injury, and issues concerning child labor and 

equal treatment of women. The clauses themselves are not negative, but they seem to imply 

underlying issues. Job insecurity can be implied from clauses on policies for employment 

maintenance, which delineate conditions under which workers can keep their job due to 

events such as outsourcing. Confict with employers could also be a factor that gives rise 

17Refer to Appendix D for implementation details of the LDA topic models. 
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to factory commission clauses stipulating the creation of commissions to internally resolve 

disputes. Risky work environments are also those where clauses forcing workers to provide 

training for work-related injury prevention are likely. Finally, blanket statements ensuring 

equality of earnings for men and women or that child labor is prohibited suggest that these 

issues are pertinent in the workplace. 

3.2 Establishment-specifc amenity premiums 

Defne the amenity premium to be the value of the CBAs covering an establishment in a given 

year. This is denoted as AC(j),t where C(·) is an index function mapping establishment j to 

its CBAs of coverage in year t. I sum across CBAs if multiple exist for an establishment year, 

allowing for both sectoral and frm-level agreements. Prior to taking this sum, I winsorize 

CBA values by year to remove the infuence of outliers. 

The resulting sample has over 6.6 million establishment-year observations giving a mean 

amenity premium of 2.3 log points. The mean changes but remains positive for alternative 

calculations of Ac: 1.4 log points when using the 2012-2016 sample for β̂a(z)/β̂w, 2.0 log 

points when using clause indicators rather than counts, and 1.1 log points when keeping 

clauses that are signifcant at the 99% level.18 The standard deviation is high—about 6 log 

points—indicating large dispersion in amenity premiums across establishments. 

[INSERT FIGURE 4] 

Figure 4 looks at the mean amenity premiums over time and across geographic regions. 

Figure 4a shows an increasing trend in the mean amenity premium by year. The average 

value of amenities across establishments nearly doubles during this time period, from 1.7 log 

points in 2009 to 3.0 log points in 2016. The trend exhibits a large drop in 2014—the year 

when Brazil entered a deep economic recession. This drop fts the prior that frms also cut 

back on amenities during times of economic hardship. 

Figure 4b depicts the mean amenity premiums by region. The diference between regions 

is large. Specifcally, the region with the lowest amenity premiums is the Southeast (at 1.5 

log points) while that with the highest is the Northeast (at 4.6 log points). This pattern 

is surprising since the former is the richest region—including cities like São Paulo and Rio 

de Janeiro—while the latter is one of the poorer regions with a disproportionate share of 

nonwhite workers and informal jobs.19 This suggests that high wage locations need not ofer 

18See the kernel densities in Figure B3. 
19Unfortunately, whether there is any pass-through of these amenities to informal workers or whether high 
amenities create greater incentives to hire informally is something that cannot be addressed with the 
available data. 
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high amenities, an item that I will analyze further in Section 4. 20 

[INSERT TABLE 3] 

An important validation exercise of the amenity premiums is to observe how they corre-

late with worker outcomes that signal a high versus low amenity workplace. Table 3 presents 

this evidence for the outcomes that are observable in RAIS: deaths, disability-induced retire-

ments, and leave events (as a share of the establishment size). Both deaths and disabilities are 

restricted to events that are work-related or due to an occupation-related disease. Columns 

(1)-(3) look at unique establishment observations, averaging the dependent and independent 

variables across years, while columns (4)-(5) use establishment-year observations. 

I fnd evidence that amenity premiums tend to be lower at establishments where work-

related accidents occur and where disability-induced retirements are common. This supports 

my interpretation from Table 2 that establishments with clauses on training for work-related 

injury prevention are riskier. Moreover, amenity premiums tend to be higher at establish-

ments where workers take maternity leave and work-unrelated pain leave. Going back to 

Table 2, this implies the benefts from working at establishments with clauses that support 

women and advanced-age workers are refected in employee behavior. 

In short, among establishments covered by CBAs, amenities increase compensation by 

2.3 log points on average. Descriptive statistics indicate that amenity provision drops at the 

start of economic recessions and that high amenities need not coincide with the economic 

development of a region. Variance in amenity premiums across establishments is high, but 

correlates with observable establishment characteristics that signal high versus low amenities 

as expected. I now proceed to study the relation between the wage and amenity components 

of compensation. 

4 Firm Compensation 

This section studies the relation between the wage and amenity components of compensation 

using the establishment-specifc wage and amenity premiums. The baseline analysis focuses 

on establishments with both premiums in either the 2007-2011 or the 2012-2016 periods. 

As shown below, these restriction substantially reduce the sample size relative to Section 3. 

Nonetheless, with more than 91 thousand establishment-period observations this analysis 

still relies on a large sample. 

20Patterns by industry in Figure B4 suggest high amenities in high-skill jobs (e.g., professional activities, 
health, and education) and low amenities in low-skill jobs (e.g., manufacturing, communications, and 
construction). 
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There are three important consideration about the premiums that are particularly rele-

vant for this analysis. First, wage premiums for a given period are normalized relative to the 

mean premium in the restaurant industry. Leveraging the intuition that restaurants produce 

negligible rents, the assumption is that establishments in the restaurant industry pay zero 

wage premiums on average. Second, amenity premiums for a given period are calculated as 

the mean value of the frm-level CBAs covering an establishment. I focus on frm-level CBAs 

to avoid a mechanical relation between wage and amenity premiums, given that amenity val-

ues are estimated using wage premiums and clauses from sectoral CBAs. Third, amenity 

premiums are attenuated by construction so as not to overstate the role of amenities. 

[INSERT TABLE 4] 

Firm compensation (or the compensation premium) is simply the sum of the wage and 

amenity premiums. Table 4 shows summary statistics for the samples analyzed in this 

section. The average amenity premium is much lower (0.6 log points) than the average wage 

premium (15 log points). In other words, considering amenities as a part of compensation 

generates a 3.8% increase in average compensation. Interestingly, from the early to the 

late period, mean amenity premiums increase while mean wage premiums decrease so that 

amenities amount to 4.7% of compensation (on average) in the 2012-2016 period. 

Comparing average premiums does not fully capture the importance of amenities in frm 

compensation. Opposite signed premiums imply that 1) amenities may be contributing more 

to an establishment’s compensation than is reported by their sum; and 2) that this may 

have important implication for the dispersion of premiums across establishments. On the 

frst point, the absolute share of amenity premiums as a component in compensation—that 

is, |Aj | as a share of |Aj | + |ψj |—amounts to 17.4% on average. That is, more than one-sixth 

of the magnitude of the components of compensation at an establishment are amenities. On 

the second point, accounting for amenities implies more dispersion of compensation across 

establishments. Specifcally, the standard deviation of frm compensation is 0.5 log points 

larger than that of the wage premiums leading to a 4.1% jump in the variance. Therefore, 

inequality driven by frm-specifc factors is exacerbated once amenities are taken into account. 

What is the relation of the wage and amenity premiums within establishment? On one 

hand, in a world with compensating diferentials, an establishment can ofer higher wage 

premiums when their amenity premiums are low. This refects a competitive labor market 

where compensation at all establishments is set by the market so that frms (along with 

unions) simply decide how much is allocated to each component. On the other hand, in 

a world with augmenting diferentials, an establishment is able to ofer both high wage 

and amenity premiums to its workers. This refects a labor market with frictions where 
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each establishment generates diferent rents that are then apportioned to workers (through 

collective bargaining) as either wages or amenities. 

[INSERT FIGURE 5] 

The analysis in Figure 5 reveals that both compensating and augmenting diferentials 

exist in the Brazilian labor market. Figure 5a presents a binned scatter plot of amenity 

premiums on wage premiums, controlling for period, micro-region, and industry fxed efects. 

The graph exhibits a negative relationship among establishments with wage premium at or bbelow the average of the restaurant industry, i.e., ψj ≤ 0. In other words, establishments 

in competitive sectors that generate negligible rents operate in a world with compensating 

diferentials. Interestingly, this relationship becomes positive for ψbj > 0. That is, augmenting 

diferentials are the norm at establishments with positive rents. As a whole, augmenting 

diferentials dominate with the OLS regression coefcient indicating 0.4 log point increase in 

amenity premiums (72% of the mean) with each log point increase in wage premiums. 

Do unions play a role in how frm compensation varies across establishments? The model 

in Section 1.2 posits that stronger unions increase compensation for workers. Figure 5b shows 

the relation between frm compensation and union density.21 Since CBA coverage in Brazil is 

universal, union density proxies for the extent of worker involvement in the union. The graph 

indicates that establishments in micro-region×industry cells where a high proportion of the 

workforce are union members provide higher compensation premiums. This is driven by 

both wage and amenity premiums, with OLS coefcients indicating 25.1 log point increases 

in wage premiums (168% of the mean) and 0.7 log point increases in amenity premiums 

(126% of the mean) with each unit increase in union density. Hence, union power and frm 

compensation are positively related suggesting that unions transfer production rents from 

employers to workers. 

5 Shifting Bargaining Power 

Having provided a measure for the wage and amenity components of compensation at the 

establishment-level and descriptively explored their relation, I now turn to studying how the 

relative bargaining power of unions impacts frm compensation. Exploiting a policy that 

exogenously strengthened some unions but weakened others, I trace the slope of the contract 

21Union membership is only observed in the 2017 RAIS fles. To calculate union density at the micro-
region×industry cell in the pre-period sample, I frst apply the 2017 density to the mean establishment 
size from 2009-2011. I then take the average of this number (by cell) and divide it by the average of the 
same number without applying the 2017 density (by cell). 
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curve with a diference-in-diferences design. Taking the efcient bargaining assumption 

seriously, I obtain the composition of frm compensation that is unbiased from attenuation 

of the amenity premiums, back out parameters from the bargaining model in Section 1.2, 

and bound amenity-inclusive Lerner markdowns. 

5.1 Policy change: ultractivity 

On September 25th 2012, Brazil changed from unilateral termination of CBAs upon expira-

tion to ultractivity, i.e., expiring CBAs remain in force until a new agreement is negotiated.22 

This policy shift was brought by a revision to a legal “consensus interpretation,” known as 

Súmula 277, published by the highest appellate court for labor law—henceforth TST for Tri-

bunal Superior do Trabalho. 23 Ultractivity applied to all existing CBAs that had not already 

expired. Importantly, all workers—including those hired after the agreement expired—were 

covered by the same provisions, precluding the creation of a two-tiered system.24 

The introduction of ultractivity came as a shock. Súmula 277 was modifed during one 

of the regular TST sessions. Comparing quotes 1 and 2 in Table 5 confrms that the new 

version was a complete reversal of the court’s initial consensus interpretation. As evidenced 

by quotes 3 and 4 of the same table, the 180 degree turn was unexpected and had (arguably) 

limited legal precedence to support it. 

[INSERT TABLE 5] 

Defenders of the 2012 revision cite the security that ultractivity provides to workers 

during negotiations, preventing employers from reducing acquired benefts as a bargaining 

chip. Anecdotally, there is some support for this claim.25 Nevertheless, a possible reduction 

in givebacks (see quote 6 in Table 5) does not necessarily imply that ultractivity allowed 

unions to negotiate better provisions (as stated in quote 5) relative to the counterfactual. 

As expressed in quotes 7 and 8, the policy may have dissuaded employers from making con-

cessions that they would otherwise be willing to make. For example, knowing that additional 

22CBA ultractivity can be found in countries such as France, Germany, Ireland, and Mexico. Interestingly, 
removing ultractivity was the target of reforms to the collective bargaining framework of countries hit 
hardest by the European debt crisis. Under pressure from the European troika, Estonia, Greece, Portugal, 
and Spain restricted the ultractivity of CBAs (Marginson and Welz, 2014). 

23CBA ultractivity in Brazil ended with the 2017 Labor Reform (Lei 13.467 ). 
24On November 2013, TST clarifed that provisions continue to apply to all employees, without distinction 
(ARR 960-96.2012.5.08.0127 ). 

25For example, the union of journalists in São Paulo experienced a negotiation period that lasted almost 
8 months without ultractivity. During that period, employers stopped paying the travel bonus, i.e., a 
doubling of wages for journalists on work-related travel (abono de viagem). These tactics were successful, 
resulting in a new CBA that did not include a travel bonus. 
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employment protections would remain in force even if the economy slides into a recession in 

the future might detract some employers from making such a concession. 

The aforementioned policy details imply that the efects of ultractivity on the relative 

bargaining power of negotiating counterparts were heterogeneous. On one hand, unions 

renegotiating a CBA that was unexpectedly extended were in a better bargaining position 

because previous gains were locked in. On the other hand, unions renegotiating a CBA 

that had expired prior to the policy change were in a worse bargaining position since they 

faced heightened pushback from employers. I exploit this exogenous divergence in bargaining 

power to trace out the average contract curve in the sample with a DID design. 

5.2 Composition of frm compensation 

The initial objective is to estimate the efects of ultractivity on wage premiums, amenity pre-

miums, and employment. Starting with the set of establishments that have wage premiums 

in both pre- and post-policy periods (2007-2011 vs. 2012-2016), I restrict to those that were 

covered by a frm-level CBA expiring within the year prior to ultractivity. This guarantees 

collective bargaining is occurring at the frm-level prior to the policy change. 

To observe changes in amenity premiums, establishments in the sample must also renew 

their CBA. Over 90% of the establishments in the sample renew, i.e., they fle a CBA after 

the policy change with start dates in 2012-2014.26 The diference in the value between 

the CBA expiring within the year prior to the policy and the renewed post-ultractivity CBA 

capture the change in amenity premiums. As for employment changes, I compare the average 

December employment across years in the pre- and post-policy periods. 

The two-period DID specifcation is given by 

∆yj = α + βDj + τt(j) + ϕf(j) + λl(j) + εj (27) 

where ∆yj is the change in the outcome of interest and Dj is an indicator for having an “ul-

tractive” CBA, i.e., one that is fled prior to September 26, 2012 and expires after that date. 

In reality, both treated units (Dj = 1) and control units (Dj = 0) are afected by ultractivity 

but in opposite directions.27 As such, the empirical approach aims at estimating the causal 

efects of the divergence in bargaining power brought by ultractivity. The specifcation also 

includes fxed efects for the year of the pre-period CBA τt(j), the establishment’s three-digit 

26Interestingly, the treated are 5.5% less likely to renew. This could be explained union complacency under 
an “ultractive” CBA. Among renewing establishments, however, the treated are faster at reaching an 
agreement by about a month. 

27Out of the 13,941 establishments in the sample 55.8% are in the treated group. 
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industry code ϕf (j), as well as its location at the micro-region level λl(j). Standard errors are 

clustered at the establishment level. 

The identifcation assumption for the parameter of interest β is that the outcomes would 

have evolved similarly among both groups in the absence of the policy change. Unfortunately, 

the falsifcation exercise for this assumption—i.e., testing for common trends—is not feasible 

in a two-period DID. Instead, I verify parallel trends in the average yearly employment and 

residualized earnings in the 2009 to 2011 period. While these are not the same outcomes 

studied in the DID specifcation, they are so closely related that they at least provide a 

quasi-falsifcation test for the identifcation assumption. 

[INSERT FIGURE 6] 

The results and their implications for the collective bargaining model are summarized in 

Figure 6. Figure 6a maps the estimates to the amenity-wage space. The observed mean com-

pensation bundle in the post-ultractivity period is (w, a) = (0.179, 0.011)—that is, amenities 

make up 5.8% of compensation when attenuation is not addressed. The DID coefcients for 

both amenity and wage premiums are positive and statistically signifcant, meaning that a 

positive shock to bargaining power increases compensation along both dimensions.28 The 

ratio of these efects provides the slope of the contract curve. Specifcally, with an increase 

in bargaining power, each log point increase wage premiums is accompanied by a 0.412 log 

point increase in amenity premiums. 

The efcient bargaining assumption provides structure to push the results further. Under 

this assumption, the contract curve crosses the origin thereby providing an adjusted compen-

sation bundle(w, a) = (0.179, 0.074) that corrects for attenuation in the amenity premiums. 

After this correction, the composition of frm compensation is 29% amenities and 71% wages. 

The assumption also relates model parameters to the estimates of the slope of the contract 

curve. In particular, ea w
L/(ξeL ) equals 0.412. 

To back out model parameters and bound the Lerner markdowns, I estimate the elasticity 

of labor supply with respect to compensation. The DID coefcients for both compensation 

premiums and employment are positive and statistically signifcant, meaning that employ-

ment increased along with compensation as unions gained bargaining power.29 The elasticity 
L L %∆w L %∆aimplied by these estimates is 1.816, where ew+a = ew + ea %∆a+w . This equation and 

%∆a+w 

eL/(ξeL ) = 0.412 give bounds for Lerner markdowns under reasonable values for the relative a w

provision cost of amenities. 

28I fnd no evidence that the increase in amenity premiums among the treated is driven by the value of the 
“ultractive” CBA. In fact there is some mean reversion when comparing the value of the “ultractive” CBA 
to the post-ultractivity CBA. 

29I fnd no efects on the average AKM worker-efect, suggesting a similar skill composition among workers. 
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The Lerner markdowns are bound between 0.73 and 0.83, i.e., workers are not paid 

17-27% of their marginal revenue product. Figure 6b plots the value of the elasticity of 

labor supply with respect to amenity premiums against that with respect to wage premiums 

for ξ ∈ [0.1, 10]. Ignoring the amenity component of compensation, the traditional Lerner 

markdown would be at the lower bound of 0.73.30 These results provide evidence for some 

degree of downward bias in estimates of markdowns that ignore amenities, but nonetheless 

supports the notion of monopsony in the labor market. That is, even if one were to assume 

that the average frm faces 10 times the cost for providing amenities relative to wages—a 

scenario that could only rationalize the observed composition of frm compensation with 

workers being much more sensitive to amenities than wages (eLa > eLw) so that bargaining 

efort strongly focuses on amenities (ϵ = 0.20)—markdowns would still be substantial. 

6 Conclusion 

Collective bargaining agreements can be leveraged to systematically study the amenity com-

ponent in frm compensation. From a comprehensive list of amenities codifed in the text of 

CBA clauses, this paper fnds that workers like higher pay rates for working special shifts 

and having a voice in management decisions, but dislike job insecurity and workplace en-

vironments that pose risks of injury. Based on the wage-equivalent value of the amenities 

implied by CBAs, I construct a measure of establishment-specifc amenity premiums 

This paper show that the amenity premiums that frms pay workers matter in four critical 

ways. First, amenities are a meaningful component of compensation. Attenuated estimates 

of amenity premiums suggest that they make up around 5% of compensation, while adjust-

ments based on an efcient bargaining assumption bring that up to 29%. Second, amenities 

have implications for the contribution of individuals’ workplace to inequality. Specifcally, 

accounting for amenities implies greater dispersion in compensation premiums across estab-

lishments. Third, the relation between wage and amenity components are tightly linked to 

rents. I fnd evidence that compensating diferentials are reversed once rents are available. 

Fourth, union power increases compensation along both dimensions. That is, workers care 

and unions fght for compensation in the form of amenities. 

Labor market institutions shape efciency in this market. Taking a broader perspective, 

the results of this paper suggest that unions counter employer power in the labor market. 

With markdowns well below one (even after accounting for amenities), increasing union 

power could bring about efciency gains by pushing the market closer to the competitive 

outcome. Exploring which policies are most efective at empowering unions would be a nat-

L30Note that the range of e is inclusive of many estimates in the literature. w 
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ural direction for future research. In addition, distributional concerns of the union regarding 

gender and racial inequality are also topics to be explored further. 
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Tables 

Table 1: CBA Coverage by Year in the Private Formal Sector 

Number of Number of
establishments All CBAs Sectoral CBAs Firm-level CBAs workers All CBAs Sectoral CBAs Firm-level CBAs

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
2009 2,505,225 29.5 28.5 1.8 29,427,908 54.6 47.9 15.6
2010 2,661,273 30.3 29.6 2.0 31,936,234 56.4 50.5 16.3
2011 2,806,561 30.6 29.6 2.1 33,851,940 57.5 50.9 16.4
2012 2,929,067 30.2 29.1 2.3 35,206,640 57.6 51.0 16.8
2013 3,047,489 29.0 27.8 2.2 36,280,308 56.8 49.8 16.8
2014 3,146,406 26.8 26.1 1.9 36,904,644 54.8 48.4 15.9
2015 3,164,356 25.7 24.9 1.6 35,841,112 51.8 45.0 15.1
2016 3,122,407 26.1 25.3 1.7 34,288,404 53.0 46.3 15.2

Share of establishments covered (%) Share of workers covered (%)



Table 2: Top Valued Clauses, LDA Topics, and Examples 

Panel A: Most valued CBA clauses

Topic 1 (p=0.88) Topic 2 (p=0.02) Topic 1 (p=0.98) Topic 2 (p=0.02) Topic 1 (p=0.65) Topic 2 (p=0.21)
work day hours worked management position frame category job above
lunch be paid overtime work discrimination age
free compensation should chief director also whatever pretend hire
provide sunday holiday team manager auxiliary task gender professional
higher weekly rest function bonus develop employment promote stipulate

Topic 1 (p=0.90) Topic 2 (p=0.03) Topic 1 (p=0.25) Topic 2 (p=0.22) Topic 1 (p=0.86) Topic 2 (p=0.03)
due proof interrupted due to maternity leave leave medicine continuous days
maternity leave accompany worker days period week job protection
still assure pregnant company paternity leave have rest fact occurrence
previous leave rest depend one hundred twenty sixty days exceptional dilation medical certificate
right to rest medical pass right adopt proof wage

Panel B: Least valued CBA clauses

Topic 1 (p=0.90) Topic 2 (p=0.03) Topic 1 (p=0.99) Topic 2 (p=0.01) Topic 1 (p=0.38) Topic 2 (p=0.36)
work women worker requalification service contract bilateral comission work
women company commits policy maintenance collective norm conciliation commision
company labor market commission date peculiar outsourcing labor union entity
pregnant stimulate hiring within category additional severance conciliation commision represent
contract introduce women formulation proposed advance notice is instituted joint commission

Topic 1 (p=0.81) Topic 2 (p=0.10) Topic 1 (p=0.54) Topic 2 (p=0.36) Topic 1 (p=0.58) Topic 2 (p=0.15)
hiring prohibit minor protect accident right continuous service
trainee hire work safety protection measure tenure equivalent bonus
case provided observed work risk realize separation inss
curricular internship formal contract accident injury prevention value except in cases
specific legislation forbids work individual protection health bonus two salaries

Shift pay (K=10) Employee participation in mgmt (K=2) Advanced-age workforce (K=10)

…hours on Sundays and holidays must be 
remunerated with an additional 100% pay 
(regardless of paid weekly rest)

…at least one representative to the management 
board must be elected by workers

…if dismissed, workers over 45 years of age and 5 
years of tenure will obtain an indemnity 
corresponding to 100% of their base salary

Abortion leave (K=7) Maternity leave (K=10) Abortion protections (K=10)

…paid leave as a result of abortion (satisfying the 
conditions in article 395 of the federal labor code) 
will be 3 weeks

…employment is guaranteed to pregnant employees 
who have the right to paid maternity leave of up to 
150 days after birth

…in case of unprovoked, non-criminal abortion (duly 
proven), the employee's job is protected for 75 days 
after the event

Female workforce (K=6) Policies for employment maintenance (K=4) Factory commision (K=10)

…equality in earnings and working conditions 
between male and female employees is guaranteed

…an agreement can be reached such that the worker 
covered by the union is guaranteed a contract with 
the provider of outsourced work

…create a bilateral commission consisting of 4 
members (2 union- and 2 employer-appointed), to 
reconcile differences arising from the CBA

Youth workforce (K=7) Training for work-related injury prev (K=5) Retirement (K=6)

…child labor and adolescent labor is prohibited in 
accordance with the rules of the federal labor code 
(CLT)

…employees will receive instructions on the 
occupational risks, adverse health conditions, and 
protection measures related to their work

…the employer is required to provide the worker's 
profile of exposure to harmful agents (PPP) upon 
retirement



Table 3: Amenity Premiums Correlate with Deaths, Disabilities, and Leaves 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Death 0.011 0.015 0.022 0.013 0.010 0.027

(0.028) (0.026) (0.024) (0.024) (0.024) (0.023)
Disability -0.059*** -0.081*** -0.065*** 0.012 0.001 0.014

(0.018) (0.019) (0.023) (0.021) (0.021) (0.022)
Accident leave (work-related) -0.015*** -0.016*** -0.011*** -0.003*** -0.004*** -0.002***

(0.004) (0.004) (0.003) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Accident leave (in transit to work) -0.008 -0.003 0.001 -0.004 -0.003 0.001

(0.010) (0.010) (0.010) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)
Pain leave (work-related) 0.004 0.002 0.003 0.001 0.001 0.001

(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Pain leave (not work-related) 0.002*** 0.002*** 0.003*** 0.000 0.000 0.000

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
Maternity leave 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.002*** 0.002*** 0.002***

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
Unpaid leave 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
Year fixed effects - - - X X X
Region fixed effects X X X X
Industry fixed effects X X
Observations 1,367,015 1,367,015 1,367,015 6,647,676 6,647,676 6,647,676

Mean amenity premium Amenity premium



Table 4: Descriptive Statistics on Firm Compensation 

Both periods 2007-2011 2012-2016
(1) (2) (3)

Mean
Amenity premium 0.006 0.004 0.007
Wage premium 0.150 0.167 0.138
Compensation premium 0.155 0.171 0.145
Absolute share of amenities 0.174 0.164 0.180

Standard deviation
Amenity premium 0.042 0.042 0.042
Wage premium 0.237 0.255 0.224
Compensation premium 0.242 0.259 0.229
Absolute share of amenities 0.208 0.202 0.211

Observations 91,503 36,441 55,062



Table 5: Statements Regarding the Revision of Súmula 277 

Source Original Translation 

Panel A. Policy change 

1. Súmula 277 (original) As condições de trabalho alcançadas por força de sen-

tença normativa, convenção ou acordos coletivos vigo-

ram no prazo assinado, não integrando, de forma defni-

tiva, os contratos individuais de trabalho. 

2. Súmula 277 (revised) As cláusulas normativas dos acordos coletivos ou con-

venções coletivas integram os contratos individuais de 

trabalho e somente poderão ser modifcadas ou suprim-

idas mediante negociação coletiva de trabalho. 

The working conditions reached by virtue of a collective 

bargaining agreement shall be in force within the agreed 

time limit, without being integrated into individual la-

bor contracts. 

Contractual clauses of collective bargaining agreements 

are integrated into individual labor contracts and can 

only be modifed or eliminated through collective bar-

gaining. 

Panel B. Unexpected shock 

3. Gilmar Mendes, Justice 

at STF (Supreme Court) 

4. Mauricio de Figueiredo 

Côrrea da Veiga, Director at 

CVA (law frm) 

A alteração de entendimento sumular sem a existência 

de precedentes que a justifquem é proeza digna de fgu-

rar no livro do Guinness, tamanho o grau de ineditismo 

da decisão que a Justiça Trabalhista pretendeu criar. 

De uma hora para outra o entendimento jurisprudencial 

sofreu uma guinada de 180º, sem que tivesse qualquer 

sinalização indicativa da radical mudança... as decisões 

eram tomadas em um sentido e a partir da publicação 

da nova redação do verbete sumular o entendimento será 

em sentido diametralmente oposto. 

The revision of Súmula 277 without the existence of 

precedents to justify it is a feat worthy of being included 

in the Guinness Book of Records, given the extent of 

the incongruity in the decision that the Labor Court in-

tended to create. 

From one hour to the next the jurisprudential under-

standing had undergone a 180º turn, without there be-

ing any indication of radical change... decisions were 

taken in one direction and from the publication of the 

revised Súmula 277 they will be in a diametrically op-

posed direction. 

Panel C. Supportive views 

5. Graça Costa, Secretary 

of Labor Relations at CUT 

(national union center) 

6. Jonas Valente, General 

Secretary at SJADE (labor 

union) 

Todos os anos, ao fazer as negociações, t́ınhamos que, 

primeiro, nos preocupar em garantir os avanços da cam-

panha anterior. Com essa alteração, o foco central é 

avançar nos direitos, um grande aĺıvio para nossas ativi-

dades. 

Em muitas negociações, há patrões que usam a possi-

bilidade do fm da vigência da convenção coletiva... Há 

um impasse na negociação da data-base como ameaças 

para que os sindicatos fechem acordos ruins. Agora, essa 

arma não poderá mais ser usada. 

Each year, when negotiating, we were concerned pri-

marily with securing the progress achieved in previous 

campaigns. With this change, the central focus is to ad-

vance worker rights, a great relief to our activities. 

In many negotiations, there are employers who use the 

possibility of ending the collective bargaining agree-

ment... deadlocks in negotiations are used as threats 

for unions to agree to givebacks. Now this weapon can 

no longer be used. 

Panel D. Dissenting views 

7. Juliana da Penha 

Thomaz, Vice-Director of 

Labor Relations at SINEP-

MG (employer association) 

8. Júlio Bernardo do 

Carmo, Deputy Justice at 

TRT-MG (regional labor 

court) 

A negociação coletiva acabou sendo desestimulada, seja 

porque os trabalhadores já partem de certa situação 

de conforto, seja porque os empregadores não se ar-

riscam a novas concessões, ainda que momentaneamente 

posśıveis, temendo perpetuá-las. 

Longe de otimizar, pode, sim, emperrar o surgimento 

de novas cláusulas favoráveis aos trabalhadores em in-

strumentos coletivos, já que, aderindo inapelavelmente 

os contratos individuais de trabalho, amargaria ainda 

mais o oneroso encargo social do patronato, incutindo 

um medo generalizado de outorgar tais benesses. 

Collective bargaining has been discouraged, either be-

cause workers are already starting from a comfortable 

position, or because employers do not risk making new 

concessions, even if momentarily possible, due to fear of 

them becoming perpetual. 

Far from optimizing, it may obstruct the emergence of 

new clauses favorable to workers in collective bargaining 

agreements, since, by integrating into individual labor 

contracts, it would further embitter the onerous social 

burden of employers, instituting a generalized fear of 

granting such benefts. 



Figures 

Figure 1: Nash Bargaining Solutions 

(a) Contract curve (b) Labor curves

Figure 2: Relation of PageRank Value of Employment to Wage Premium and Clause Count 
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Figure 3: Estimates for Wage-Equivalent Value Implied by CBA Clauses 
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Figure 4: Mean Amenity Premium by Year and Region 
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Figure 5: Relationship Among Establishment-Specifc Premiums and Union Density 
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Figure 6: Ultractivity Efects Under Efcient Bargaining 

(a) Tracing the contract curve (b) Elasticities of labor supply 



A Appendix Tables 

Table A1: Positively Valued CBA Clauses 

Clause group Value Std. Error
Shift pay 0.117 (0.043)
Employee participation in business management 0.104 (0.047)
Advanced-age workforce 0.051 (0.022)
Abortion leave 0.044 (0.019)
Maternity leave 0.036 (0.007)
Abortion protections 0.025 (0.011)
Right of opposition to union fees 0.025 (0.005)
Transportation assistance 0.021 (0.004)
Equal opportunities 0.020 (0.006)
Uniforms 0.019 (0.004)
Medical exams 0.017 (0.004)
Extension/reduction of workday 0.017 (0.003)
Maternity protections 0.016 (0.004)
Other standards for the prevention of injuries 0.015 (0.004)
Other provisions on representation and organization 0.015 (0.003)
Subsistence allowance 0.015 (0.007)
Wage isonomy 0.014 (0.004)
Non-compliance with the CBA 0.012 (0.004)
Disciplinary norms 0.011 (0.003)
Tools and equipment 0.010 (0.005)
Paid leave 0.010 (0.004)
Other employment protections 0.010 (0.003)
Other provisions on the workday 0.008 (0.002)
Unionization (campaigns and hiring of union members) 0.008 (0.004)
Workday controls 0.008 (0.003)
Union access to workplace 0.007 (0.004)
Absences 0.006 (0.002)
Advance notice 0.006 (0.003)



Table A2: Negatively Valued CBA Clauses 

Clause group Value Std. Error
Female workforce -0.158 (0.021)
Policies for employment maintenance -0.053 (0.008)
Factory commission -0.044 (0.014)
Youth workforce -0.033 (0.008)
Training for work-related injury prevention -0.030 (0.008)
Retirement -0.029 (0.005)
Outsourcing/temporary workforce -0.023 (0.004)
DSR: weekly rest remuneration -0.022 (0.005)
Work-related injury protections -0.021 (0.004)
Renewal/termination of the CBA -0.021 (0.004)
Health and safety professionals -0.020 (0.007)
Collective vacations -0.020 (0.006)
Nonwork-related injury protections -0.018 (0.005)
Awards -0.017 (0.005)
Assignment to (deviation from) work functions -0.017 (0.005)
Internship/apprenticeship -0.016 (0.005)
Military service protections -0.015 (0.005)
Rules for negotiating -0.014 (0.003)
Other provisions on the relationship between union and company -0.014 (0.002)
Night pay -0.013 (0.004)
Salary adjustments/corrections -0.012 (0.003)
Life insurance -0.012 (0.004)
Break intervals -0.011 (0.003)
CIPA: accident prevention committee -0.010 (0.005)
Other rules regarding salaries, adjustments, and payments -0.010 (0.002)
Other pays -0.007 (0.003)



Table A3: LDA Topic Models for Clauses on Wages, Wage Supplements, and Employment Contracts 

Number of
Clause group topics p(k) Keywords with probabilities p(k) Keywords with probabilities
Salary deductions 10 0.26 0.035*"qualqu" + 0.034*"dev" + 0.031*"recolh" + 0.031*"sindicat_profissiona... 0.18 0.021*"relat" + 0.020*"fic_obrig" + 0.019*"artig" + 0.017*"praz" + 0.017*"d...
Wage isonomy 3 0.53 0.136*"substitut" + 0.043*"trabalh" + 0.036*"mesm" + 0.029*"desd" + 0.029*"... 0.37 0.240*"consider_vantagens" + 0.191*"dispens_just" + 0.121*"exerc" + 0.106*"...
Minimum wage 9 0.16 0.128*"nao_qualific" + 0.107*"vendedor" + 0.083*"atendent" + 0.079*"tod_int... 0.16 0.119*"motor_caminh" + 0.117*"motor_carret" + 0.080*"cop_cozinh" + 0.071*"l...
Salary adjustments/corrections 8 0.27 0.447*"virgul_oitent" + 0.099*"virgul" + 0.044*"econom_represent" + 0.043*"... 0.24 0.268*"praz" + 0.213*"funcion_dat" + 0.124*"numer_m" + 0.060*"deduz_aument"...
Salary payment - means and timeframes 10 0.15 0.114*"ato" + 0.092*"quint_d" + 0.063*"vesp_fer" + 0.059*"hipotes_atr" + 0.... 0.14 0.078*"empres_pag" + 0.074*"receb_banc" + 0.070*"discriminaca_tod" + 0.067*...
DSR: weekly rest remuneration 4 0.96 0.053*"fer" + 0.043*"descans" + 0.042*"pagament" + 0.034*"calcul" + 0.028*"... 0.02 0.162*"tom_b" + 0.117*"total_comiss" + 0.101*"pagament" + 0.089*"dev_empreg...
Internship/apprenticeship salary 7 0.89 0.061*"salari_minim" + 0.042*"ser" + 0.033*"nacional" + 0.032*"hor" + 0.032... 0.03 0.031*"empres" + 0.027*"centav_hor" + 0.026*"admissa_s" + 0.026*"lei_nº" + ...
Production or task salary 10 0.30 0.046*"med" + 0.036*"func" + 0.027*"pis_salarial" + 0.026*"substitu" + 0.02... 0.27 0.040*"pag" + 0.037*"calcul" + 0.022*"comission" + 0.021*"hor" + 0.020*"rem...
Other rules regarding salaries, adjustments, and payments 10 0.17 0.043*"jorn" + 0.030*"registr" + 0.028*"total_comiss" + 0.026*"motor" + 0.0... 0.15 0.081*"mor_salarial" + 0.065*"envelop_pagament" + 0.062*"bem_norm" + 0.062*...
13th month bonus 2 0.98 0.084*"pagament" + 0.033*"jan" + 0.032*"antecipac" + 0.027*"dia" + 0.026*"d... 0.02 0.084*"avis" + 0.060*"requ_at" + 0.049*"apos_receb" + 0.044*"bas_calcul" + ...
Work function bonus 8 0.25 0.040*"dev" + 0.039*"titul" + 0.031*"sobr_salar" + 0.027*"cent_sobr" + 0.02... 0.23 0.179*"cent" + 0.071*"pag" + 0.067*"carg" + 0.065*"vint_cent" + 0.043*"perc...
Other bonuses 3 0.89 0.014*"hor" + 0.013*"benefic" + 0.011*"indenizac" + 0.011*"ate" + 0.010*"me... 0.10 0.065*"empreg_f" + 0.047*"dia_comerciar" + 0.030*"jus_benefic" + 0.025*"mes...
Night pay 7 0.40 0.202*"dia" + 0.137*"valor" + 0.096*"compreend" + 0.096*"duas" + 0.088*"jor... 0.18 0.315*"pag" + 0.113*"dev" + 0.102*"min" + 0.072*"incid" + 0.069*"apos" + 0....
Overtime pay 7 0.34 0.063*"realiz" + 0.052*"empres" + 0.032*"cinc" + 0.028*"extraordinar" + 0.0... 0.29 0.079*"compensac" + 0.052*"norm" + 0.049*"setent" + 0.049*"tod" + 0.046*"ex...
Hazard pay (health risk) 2 0.65 0.103*"trabalh" + 0.067*"empreg" + 0.035*"sobr_salar" + 0.025*"empres" + 0.... 0.35 0.092*"pagament" + 0.036*"acord" + 0.029*"laud_tecnic" + 0.027*"salari_norm...
Shift pay 10 0.88 0.013*"jorn" + 0.012*"lanch" + 0.011*"pericul" + 0.011*"gratuit" + 0.010*"c... 0.02 0.039*"hor_trabalh" + 0.039*"ser_pag" + 0.039*"compens_dev" + 0.039*"doming...
Hazard pay (danger risk) 8 0.55 0.073*"trint_cent" + 0.048*"empreg" + 0.041*"adicional" + 0.035*"insalubr" ... 0.20 0.093*"tod_empreg" + 0.070*"trabalh_diret" + 0.070*"send_consid" + 0.061*"p...
On-call pay 2 0.94 0.021*"hor_extr" + 0.016*"remuneraca_correspondent" + 0.015*"emergenc" + 0.... 0.06 0.014*"empres" + 0.011*"hor_normal" + 0.011*"remunerac" + 0.010*"servic" + ...
Seniority pay 9 0.45 0.073*"ser" + 0.065*"valor" + 0.053*"ano" + 0.047*"cont" + 0.040*"dev" + 0.... 0.23 0.099*"trien" + 0.094*"tod" + 0.057*"period" + 0.047*"efet" + 0.047*"limit"...
Other pays 8 0.32 0.038*"perceb" + 0.036*"diar" + 0.030*"remun" + 0.027*"dias" + 0.025*"nao_p... 0.19 0.051*"avis_prev" + 0.048*"indenizaca_adicional" + 0.047*"fornec" + 0.030*"...
Food assistance 2 0.82 0.027*"ticket" + 0.012*"titul" + 0.012*"ajud" + 0.011*"contrat" + 0.011*"pr... 0.18 0.030*"cest" + 0.024*"aliment" + 0.019*"falt" + 0.014*"substitu" + 0.013*"n...
Childcare assistance 4 0.50 0.107*"independent_qualqu" + 0.064*"nao_dificil" + 0.062*"localiz_pert" + 0... 0.38 0.050*"valor" + 0.022*"nao_possu" + 0.021*"mes" + 0.015*"cent" + 0.015*"tra...
Illness/disability assistance 3 0.99 0.033*"benefici_previdenciar" + 0.026*"empres_conced" + 0.023*"nao_goz" + 0... 0.01 0.029*"salari_nominal" + 0.028*"inss_decl" + 0.027*"doz_m" + 0.022*"pass_re...
Education assistance 9 0.42 0.064*"benefic" + 0.031*"ajud_cust" + 0.028*"material_escol" + 0.027*"pagam... 0.26 0.029*"conced" + 0.026*"dependent" + 0.019*"desd" + 0.018*"concess" + 0.017...
Housing assistance 7 0.82 0.034*"alimentac" + 0.025*"salari_minim" + 0.025*"empres" + 0.024*"servic" ... 0.07 0.034*"cas" + 0.028*"habitac" + 0.028*"fornec" + 0.028*"nao" + 0.026*"forne...
Maternity assistance 2 0.99 0.031*"empres" + 0.018*"licenc_matern" + 0.017*"dias" + 0.012*"salar" + 0.0... 0.01 0.028*"pre_natal" + 0.022*"dar_integral" + 0.018*"empres_compromet" + 0.016...
Death/funeral assistance 8 0.45 0.071*"segur_vid" + 0.050*"indenizac" + 0.039*"pis" + 0.035*"salari_min" + ... 0.18 0.077*"pis_salarial" + 0.068*"social" + 0.050*"habilit" + 0.044*"fic" + 0.0...
Health assistance 8 0.37 0.025*"prestador_servic" + 0.022*"valor_mensal" + 0.018*"dest_convenc" + 0.... 0.17 0.054*"sindicat_profissional" + 0.032*"cobertur" + 0.031*"term_adit" + 0.02...
Transportation assistance 8 0.39 0.039*"valor" + 0.037*"prim" + 0.031*"dev" + 0.028*"desloc" + 0.026*"auxil"... 0.24 0.148*"lei" + 0.041*"form_legislac" + 0.038*"dias" + 0.037*"vigent" + 0.035...
Subsistence allowance 10 0.32 0.096*"ajud_cust" + 0.051*"valor" + 0.028*"reembols" + 0.023*"cust" + 0.022... 0.24 0.071*"trabalh" + 0.049*"servic" + 0.032*"valor" + 0.031*"viag" + 0.024*"fo...
Other assistances 3 0.83 0.015*"propr" + 0.013*"bem" + 0.012*"alimentac" + 0.012*"objet" + 0.010*"se... 0.16 0.046*"conveni_farmac" + 0.041*"previdenc_social" + 0.029*"assistenc_jurid"...
Retirement 6 0.58 0.035*"direit" + 0.034*"servic" + 0.028*"temp_servic" + 0.025*"deslig" + 0.... 0.15 0.080*"servic_continu" + 0.056*"existent" + 0.054*"abon_equivalent" + 0.047...
Fees 6 0.36 0.044*"hor_extr" + 0.043*"pis_salarial" + 0.042*"fic_assegur" + 0.041*"remu... 0.33 0.049*"med" + 0.048*"trabalh" + 0.031*"vend" + 0.029*"percentual" + 0.028*"...
Loans 4 0.98 0.018*"conven" + 0.016*"descont" + 0.015*"sindicat_profissional" + 0.014*"i... 0.02 0.078*"usufru_emprest" + 0.075*"providenc_necess" + 0.059*"fic_facult" + 0....
Profit sharing 2 0.99 0.012*"salar" + 0.011*"cas" + 0.010*"period" + 0.010*"acord_colet" + 0.009*... 0.01 0.026*"exercic" + 0.018*"trezent_novent" + 0.016*"semestr_apurac" + 0.015*"...
Awards 4 0.64 0.026*"qualqu_natur" + 0.026*"incorporara_salar" + 0.023*"desd_pag" + 0.021... 0.30 0.052*"premi_assidu" + 0.032*"clausul" + 0.025*"premi_produc" + 0.024*"nao"...
Family salary 2 0.99 0.099*"legislaca_vigent" + 0.098*"famil_conform" + 0.061*"pagara_empreg" + ... 0.01 0.033*"admissa_dest" + 0.029*"mensal_vint" + 0.028*"anos_idad" + 0.027*"con...
Life insurance 10 0.39 0.055*"pod" + 0.047*"form" + 0.039*"cust" + 0.037*"receb" + 0.030*"part" + ... 0.18 0.051*"qualqu_onus" + 0.034*"caput_dest" + 0.032*"conform" + 0.021*"excet" ...
Advance notice 3 0.54 0.033*"part" + 0.022*"contrat" + 0.018*"prejuiz" + 0.017*"conform" + 0.015*... 0.30 0.058*"durant" + 0.053*"ter_direit" + 0.051*"exig" + 0.035*"exercent_carg" ...
Separation/dismissal 7 0.40 0.027*"caus" + 0.024*"part" + 0.022*"bem" + 0.019*"valor" + 0.014*"form" + ... 0.24 0.052*"mesm" + 0.038*"entreg" + 0.026*"cart_referenc" + 0.021*"trint_d" + 0...
Suspension of employment contract 2 0.99 0.055*"nel_previst" + 0.054*"apos_cessac" + 0.043*"complet_temp" + 0.042*"e... 0.01 0.034*"empres" + 0.031*"contrat_trabalh" + 0.022*"rescisa_contrat" + 0.016*...
Part-time contracts 7 0.41 0.031*"hor_seman" + 0.028*"temp_parcial" + 0.027*"prest_hor" + 0.022*"extra... 0.18 0.071*"temp_parcial" + 0.066*"parcial" + 0.062*"firm" + 0.060*"regim_temp" ...
Internship/apprenticeship 2 1.00 0.036*"ser_compativel" + 0.036*"lei_especif" + 0.036*"curs_curricul" + 0.03... 0.00 0.045*"empreg" + 0.031*"fic_estabelec" + 0.023*"tal_fat" + 0.022*"devera_co...
Female workforce 6 0.90 0.043*"trabalh" + 0.026*"mulh" + 0.013*"empres" + 0.013*"part" + 0.013*"ges... 0.03 0.051*"mulh" + 0.032*"trabalh" + 0.017*"empres_compromet" + 0.017*"nao" + 0...
Youth workforce 7 0.81 0.040*"admiss" + 0.038*"aprendiz" + 0.032*"cas_previst" + 0.032*"admit_vinc... 0.10 0.152*"menor_proib" + 0.122*"admissa_trabalh" + 0.115*"nº" + 0.103*"menor_m...
Outsourcing/temporary workforce 9 0.32 0.026*"acord" + 0.025*"terc" + 0.023*"colet" + 0.020*"fic" + 0.018*"mesm" +... 0.30 0.057*"tempor" + 0.049*"cas" + 0.047*"lei" + 0.038*"praz_determin" + 0.038*...
Advanced-age workforce 10 0.65 0.030*"carg" + 0.022*"discriminac" + 0.016*"pretend" + 0.016*"sex" + 0.016*... 0.21 0.457*"acim_an" + 0.023*"idad" + 0.022*"nao" + 0.022*"admiss" + 0.020*"prof...
Employment/hiring rules 10 0.22 0.044*"recib" + 0.041*"document" + 0.033*"devera_anot" + 0.030*"praz_quaren... 0.18 0.111*"pis_salarial" + 0.090*"fic" + 0.047*"valor" + 0.042*"cont" + 0.041*"...
Other specific worker groups 7 0.43 0.024*"ser" + 0.016*"fornec" + 0.016*"nao" + 0.015*"tod" + 0.013*"dev" + 0.... 0.26 0.023*"venh_s" + 0.022*"doming" + 0.017*"solicit" + 0.015*"atest_afast" + 0...
People with special needs 8 0.52 0.165*"deficienc" + 0.071*"igualdad_cond" + 0.070*"process_selet" + 0.045*"... 0.25 0.088*"assim_permit" + 0.082*"portador_necess" + 0.070*"espec" + 0.066*"emp...
Other rules regarding admission, dismissal, and contracting 10 0.22 0.047*"praz_determin" + 0.034*"obrig_fornec" + 0.029*"dez_d" + 0.024*"previ... 0.19 0.075*"cart_referenc" + 0.038*"seis_m" + 0.036*"qualqu" + 0.028*"contratac"...

Topic 1 Topic 2



Table A4: LDA Topic Models for Clauses on Labor Relations and the Workday 

Number of
Clause group topics p(k) Keywords with probabilities p(k) Keywords with probabilities

Topic 1 Topic 2

Adaptation of work functions 4 0.98 0.044*"acident_trabalh" + 0.032*"funca_compativel" + 0.027*"trabalh" + 0.02... 0.02 0.035*"func" + 0.028*"trabalh" + 0.014*"nov_func" + 0.013*"carg" + 0.013*"d...
Assignment to (deviation from) work functions 10 0.32 0.117*"hav" + 0.114*"carg" + 0.038*"mercador" + 0.034*"profissional" + 0.03... 0.13 0.115*"empreg_substitut" + 0.069*"utilizaca_empreg" + 0.068*"exercici_func"...
Performance evaluation 9 0.45 0.031*"dev_s" + 0.028*"salar" + 0.027*"nao" + 0.025*"empreg" + 0.024*"pod" ... 0.21 0.047*"ser" + 0.039*"hor" + 0.028*"nao_pod" + 0.028*"promoc" + 0.026*"empre...
Other staffing rules 6 0.34 0.029*"quadr_av" + 0.028*"empres_fornec" + 0.028*"garant" + 0.023*"sindicat... 0.27 0.045*"carteir_trabalh" + 0.025*"entreg" + 0.024*"pag" + 0.023*"efetu" + 0....
Employee participation in business management 2 0.98 0.012*"carg_gest" + 0.008*"hor_extr" + 0.006*"pont_receb" + 0.006*"diretor_... 0.02 0.012*"enquadr_categor" + 0.008*"trabalh" + 0.006*"tamb_qualqu" + 0.006*"op...
Schedule of tasks and wages 6 0.53 0.042*"carg_nivel" + 0.041*"empreg_nov" + 0.034*"empres" + 0.032*"nao_pod" ... 0.20 0.074*"func" + 0.065*"plan_carg" + 0.037*"empres" + 0.016*"profissional" + ...
Vocational training/qualification 2 0.52 0.043*"treinament" + 0.023*"qualificaca_profissional" + 0.022*"reciclag" + ... 0.48 0.057*"curs_reuni" + 0.021*"curs_especializac" + 0.017*"prejuiz_salar" + 0....
Transfers 10 0.34 0.072*"trabalh" + 0.071*"ser" + 0.042*"transf" + 0.035*"transfer_carg" + 0.... 0.21 0.124*"trabalh" + 0.062*"garant" + 0.061*"rescisa_contrat" + 0.055*"desd" +...
Moral harassment 6 0.91 0.042*"empreg" + 0.028*"empres" + 0.025*"pratic" + 0.020*"sobr_t" + 0.020*"... 0.03 0.057*"pratic" + 0.050*"trabalh" + 0.037*"assed" + 0.036*"sexual" + 0.032*"...
Sexual harassment 10 0.92 0.037*"fat" + 0.030*"convenca_colet" + 0.024*"comissa_bipartit" + 0.024*"cr... 0.01 0.050*"sob_pen" + 0.045*"ato" + 0.045*"consequenc_previst" + 0.045*"pratic_...
Tools and equipment 5 0.62 0.049*"instrument_trabalh" + 0.040*"equip" + 0.038*"fic" + 0.037*"ser" + 0.... 0.29 0.181*"uniform" + 0.131*"exig" + 0.068*"gratuit" + 0.056*"fornec_gratuit" +...
Equal opportunities 6 0.74 0.080*"empreg" + 0.050*"trabalh" + 0.025*"discriminac" + 0.024*"nao" + 0.01... 0.11 0.051*"salar" + 0.025*"assegur_igualdad" + 0.024*"empres_compromet" + 0.023...
Disciplinary norms 10 0.38 0.026*"descont" + 0.024*"caus" + 0.023*"dev" + 0.018*"quadr_av" + 0.018*"fa... 0.12 0.042*"mult" + 0.031*"fic_ved" + 0.030*"dispens" + 0.025*"comunicac" + 0.02...
Other rules regarding conditions for carrying out work functions 3 0.43 0.028*"escrit" + 0.023*"assistenc_jurid" + 0.020*"empres_exig" + 0.019*"des... 0.39 0.028*"realiz" + 0.028*"conferenc_caix" + 0.024*"limpez_extern" + 0.024*"su...
Abortion protections 10 0.86 0.105*"medic" + 0.059*"seman" + 0.053*"remuner_tr" + 0.053*"ter_repous" + 0... 0.03 0.084*"ter" + 0.083*"dias_cont" + 0.074*"garant_empreg" + 0.069*"ocorrenc_f...
Work-related injury protections 5 0.70 0.064*"doenc" + 0.056*"afast" + 0.044*"auxil" + 0.038*"apos_cessac" + 0.036... 0.17 0.186*"estabil_provisor" + 0.113*"lei_nº" + 0.100*"assegur" + 0.074*"goz" +...
Adoption protections 3 0.56 0.078*"crianc" + 0.054*"licenc_matern" + 0.047*"guard" + 0.039*"guard_judic... 0.38 0.052*"licenc_remun" + 0.041*"conced" + 0.033*"lei_nº" + 0.021*"garant" + 0...
Retirement protections 4 0.64 0.049*"aquis" + 0.047*"salar" + 0.033*"cas" + 0.032*"ser" + 0.032*"clausul"... 0.28 0.057*"idad" + 0.053*"prest" + 0.039*"nao" + 0.034*"provisor" + 0.026*"inin...
Apprenticeship protections 9 0.77 0.061*"aprendiz" + 0.035*"empres" + 0.019*"art" + 0.018*"profissional" + 0.... 0.11 0.044*"aprendiz" + 0.031*"aprendizag" + 0.026*"menor_aprendiz" + 0.025*"dur...
Employment protections 4 0.80 0.030*"ser" + 0.029*"empres" + 0.023*"dias_ap" + 0.022*"acident_trabalh" + ... 0.13 0.073*"fer" + 0.040*"apos_retorn" + 0.020*"mes_anteced" + 0.019*"garant_com...
Maternity protections 3 0.59 0.034*"desd_confirmac" + 0.033*"art" + 0.032*"cinc_m" + 0.028*"dispens_arbi... 0.28 0.086*"avis_prev" + 0.081*"dispens" + 0.070*"licenc_matern" + 0.064*"cont" ...
Paternity protections 2 0.99 0.112*"licenc_patern" + 0.039*"pai" + 0.027*"nasciment" + 0.023*"filh" + 0.... 0.01 0.045*"empres_devid" + 0.044*"companheir_reconhec" + 0.043*"venh_torn" + 0....
Nonwork-related injury protections 7 0.61 0.068*"auxil" + 0.045*"motiv" + 0.045*"ser" + 0.040*"trint" + 0.039*"alta_m... 0.23 0.099*"estabil_provisor" + 0.082*"sob_auxil" + 0.080*"fic" + 0.061*"fic_ass...
Military service protections 8 0.40 0.137*"sessent" + 0.105*"trabalh" + 0.079*"desincorporac" + 0.078*"convoc" ... 0.12 0.220*"inclusiv" + 0.133*"termin" + 0.080*"empres_conced" + 0.059*"hipotes_...
Other employment protections 7 0.46 0.087*"empres" + 0.056*"praz" + 0.029*"aposent" + 0.025*"dispens" + 0.024*"... 0.21 0.092*"part" + 0.071*"ate" + 0.058*"servic_milit" + 0.038*"avis_prev" + 0.0...
Policy for dependents 2 0.99 0.013*"trabalh" + 0.008*"anos_idad" + 0.008*"empres" + 0.007*"abon_falt" + ... 0.01 0.023*"previdenc_social" + 0.019*"inss_dc" + 0.018*"unia_homoafet" + 0.014*...
Policies for employment maintenance 4 0.99 0.031*"empreg_requalificac" + 0.026*"polit" + 0.020*"profissional_ac" + 0.0... 0.01 0.040*"contrat_prestac" + 0.026*"servic" + 0.022*"manutenc" + 0.018*"peculi...
PPE: employment protection program 0 0.00 ... 0.00 ...
Work authorization on Sundays and holidays 0 0.00 ... 0.00 ...
Workday compensation 9 0.34 0.024*"dias_ut" + 0.023*"fic_autoriz" + 0.019*"facult" + 0.017*"folg" + 0.0... 0.32 0.020*"semanal" + 0.018*"profissional" + 0.018*"feir" + 0.016*"firm" + 0.01...
Workday controls 7 0.43 0.030*"dia" + 0.025*"sistem_altern" + 0.025*"acord" + 0.023*"servic" + 0.01... 0.25 0.058*"livr_pont" + 0.036*"jorn_normal" + 0.029*"port_nº" + 0.026*"dispens"...
Weekly rest 3 0.87 0.035*"dias" + 0.031*"ser" + 0.027*"descans" + 0.027*"folg" + 0.024*"hor" +... 0.09 0.106*"ser_garant" + 0.090*"ativ_natur" + 0.083*"men_do" + 0.072*"men" + 0....
Duration and schedule 7 0.28 0.044*"feir" + 0.038*"aul" + 0.026*"exced" + 0.025*"cumpr" + 0.025*"minut" ... 0.26 0.030*"efet" + 0.028*"soment" + 0.025*"alem" + 0.021*"acrescim" + 0.021*"re...
Absences 4 0.53 0.036*"acompanh" + 0.028*"filh_menor" + 0.022*"descont" + 0.019*"period" + ... 0.38 0.069*"praz" + 0.042*"dev" + 0.041*"idad" + 0.026*"prov" + 0.022*"acompanh"...
Break intervals 10 0.47 0.080*"nao" + 0.057*"intrajorn" + 0.051*"minim" + 0.043*"refeic" + 0.039*"r... 0.15 0.152*"lanch" + 0.114*"quinz_minut" + 0.099*"goz" + 0.078*"servic" + 0.054*...
Special shifts (women, minors, students) 3 0.90 0.023*"setent_du" + 0.022*"falt" + 0.022*"dev" + 0.021*"estabelec_ensin" + ... 0.05 0.062*"desd_comuniqu" + 0.055*"aul_ex" + 0.046*"ofic_devid" + 0.044*"tal_vi...
Other provisions on the workday 5 0.66 0.010*"alimentac" + 0.010*"repous" + 0.010*"sab" + 0.009*"garant" + 0.009*"... 0.15 0.035*"lanch" + 0.033*"antecedenc_minim" + 0.030*"terc_f" + 0.028*"realiz_d...
Extension/reduction of workday 9 0.34 0.038*"reduc" + 0.033*"acord" + 0.024*"dev_s" + 0.021*"respect" + 0.020*"no... 0.20 0.042*"doming_fer" + 0.034*"fic_estabelec" + 0.030*"terc" + 0.029*"extraord...
On-call 3 0.97 0.027*"trabalh_envolv" + 0.026*"sobreavis_remun" + 0.023*"bas_terc" + 0.023... 0.02 0.015*"empres" + 0.014*"nao" + 0.014*"jorn" + 0.014*"ser" + 0.010*"avis_pre...
Uninterrupted shifts 9 0.31 0.053*"empres" + 0.045*"doz_hor" + 0.035*"ser" + 0.033*"turn_ininterrupt" +... 0.22 0.027*"turn" + 0.022*"hor_mens" + 0.021*"seis_hor" + 0.021*"escal" + 0.021*...



Table A5: LDA Topic Models for Clauses on Health and Safety, Holidays and Leaves, Union Relations, and CBA Normativity 

Number of
Clause group topics p(k) Keywords with probabilities p(k) Keywords with probabilities

Topic 1 Topic 2

Acceptance of medical certificates 10 0.43 0.125*"sindicat" + 0.083*"inss" + 0.045*"abon_falt" + 0.045*"credenc" + 0.0... 0.17 0.134*"sindicat_profissional" + 0.051*"praz" + 0.037*"devera_s" + 0.035*"an...
Accompaniment of work-related injured worker 5 0.88 0.026*"comunicaca_acident" + 0.024*"ocorrenc" + 0.023*"dev" + 0.021*"ate" +... 0.05 0.185*"transport" + 0.069*"local_apropr" + 0.061*"part_desd" + 0.041*"mal_s...
Guarantees for nonwork-related injured workers 2 0.98 0.022*"empreg" + 0.021*"trabalh" + 0.013*"garant_empreg" + 0.013*"doenc" + ... 0.02 0.016*"empreg" + 0.013*"prevenc" + 0.013*"acident_trabalh" + 0.012*"ved_exi...
Other standards for protection of injured workers 10 0.46 0.030*"dev" + 0.026*"transport" + 0.025*"ser" + 0.024*"afast" + 0.023*"nao"... 0.14 0.089*"dev_ressarc" + 0.061*"prejuiz_sofr" + 0.041*"cont_dat" + 0.039*"praz...
Rehabilitation of the injured 10 0.58 0.082*"acident" + 0.029*"medic" + 0.026*"alta_medic" + 0.024*"reabilitac" +... 0.15 0.037*"func" + 0.034*"inss" + 0.032*"trabalh" + 0.032*"aproveit" + 0.028*"s...
CIPA: accident prevention committee 5 0.61 0.114*"trabalh" + 0.046*"membr" + 0.040*"comissa_intern" + 0.030*"prevenca_... 0.16 0.065*"cont" + 0.052*"just_caus" + 0.052*"garant" + 0.036*"relaca_eleit" + ...
Health education campaigns 5 0.70 0.058*"empreg" + 0.047*"empres" + 0.044*"trabalh" + 0.043*"saud" + 0.018*"c... 0.28 0.043*"empreg" + 0.041*"campanh_abstinenc" + 0.026*"trabalh" + 0.022*"reali...
Working environment conditions 7 0.31 0.041*"sanitar" + 0.034*"refeic" + 0.031*"vestiar" + 0.030*"empres_mant" + ... 0.30 0.066*"seguranc" + 0.041*"ser" + 0.035*"nao" + 0.031*"loc_trabalh" + 0.025*...
Equipments for individual safety 9 0.47 0.057*"seguranc" + 0.046*"empres_fornec" + 0.045*"ser" + 0.036*"dev" + 0.03... 0.22 0.128*"fornec_gratuit" + 0.093*"tod" + 0.073*"bem" + 0.065*"epis" + 0.039*"...
Safety equipment 7 0.47 0.035*"epi" + 0.035*"nao" + 0.034*"seguranc_con" + 0.033*"obrig_fornec" + 0... 0.25 0.234*"uniform" + 0.071*"gratuit" + 0.060*"dev" + 0.051*"servic" + 0.045*"o...
Medical exams 8 0.33 0.088*"dias" + 0.075*"nr" + 0.071*"cust" + 0.058*"laborator" + 0.050*"lei_d... 0.25 0.064*"admission_demission" + 0.050*"servic" + 0.046*"tod" + 0.043*"obrigat...
Insalubrity 9 0.52 0.102*"trabalh" + 0.043*"adicional" + 0.037*"sobr_salar" + 0.033*"pericul" ... 0.20 0.088*"empres" + 0.082*"empreg" + 0.065*"dev" + 0.031*"ministeri_trabalh" +...
Machine and equipment maintenance 10 0.45 0.039*"trabalh" + 0.031*"empres" + 0.027*"revisa_arm" + 0.027*"nao" + 0.027... 0.19 0.058*"instrument_trabalh" + 0.034*"gast_efetu" + 0.030*"servic" + 0.028*"f...
Other standards for the prevention of injuries 8 0.53 0.076*"seguranc" + 0.044*"ser" + 0.037*"tod" + 0.035*"cas" + 0.029*"saud_oc... 0.13 0.068*"cat" + 0.066*"comunicaca_acident" + 0.062*"protec" + 0.049*"exam_med...
Hazard (danger risk) 3 0.96 0.011*"defens_agricol" + 0.011*"direit" + 0.010*"nr" + 0.010*"tod_equip" + ... 0.02 0.029*"adicional_pericul" + 0.016*"trat_prevenc" + 0.016*"regulament_nr" + ...
First aid 8 0.37 0.393*"trabalh" + 0.054*"ser" + 0.051*"transport" + 0.037*"imediat" + 0.033... 0.25 0.163*"mant" + 0.132*"caix" + 0.083*"local" + 0.068*"necessar" + 0.063*"dev...
Health and safety professionals 2 0.99 0.032*"medic" + 0.025*"assistent_social" + 0.020*"saud" + 0.019*"medicin_tr... 0.01 0.049*"indic_medic" + 0.044*"quadr_nr" + 0.035*"fic_desobrig" + 0.033*"exam...
Training for work-related injury prevention 5 0.54 0.036*"protec" + 0.029*"seguranc" + 0.028*"risc" + 0.026*"acident" + 0.026*... 0.36 0.019*"acident" + 0.019*"med_protec" + 0.018*"realiz" + 0.016*"dev" + 0.015...
Uniforms 6 0.53 0.117*"ser" + 0.077*"dev" + 0.060*"devolv" + 0.040*"equip_protec" + 0.037*"... 0.17 0.175*"los" + 0.106*"qualqu_onus" + 0.099*"minim_do" + 0.060*"fic_estabelec...
Vacation duration and concession 4 0.76 0.073*"pod_coincid" + 0.064*"individu" + 0.052*"pod" + 0.031*"dia" + 0.029*... 0.12 0.137*"proporcion" + 0.076*"mes" + 0.050*"complet" + 0.041*"ped_demiss" + 0...
Collective vacations 2 0.99 0.042*"period" + 0.016*"ser" + 0.014*"abon_constitucional" + 0.014*"dias_no... 0.01 0.044*"individu" + 0.033*"period" + 0.024*"inic" + 0.023*"doming_fer" + 0.0...
Holiday remuneration 6 0.49 0.144*"proporcion" + 0.080*"trabalh" + 0.038*"mes" + 0.030*"colet" + 0.023*... 0.31 0.055*"ser" + 0.049*"pag" + 0.035*"period" + 0.029*"salar" + 0.024*"terc" +...
Abortion leave 7 0.90 0.072*"devid_comprov" + 0.069*"licenc_matern" + 0.069*"empreg_t" + 0.067*"r... 0.03 0.071*"interromp_consequenc" + 0.034*"acompanh_empreg" + 0.030*"gestant" + ...
Adoption leave 5 0.69 0.091*"mae" + 0.075*"period" + 0.054*"cent_vint" + 0.053*"remun" + 0.045*"p... 0.11 0.053*"assegur" + 0.051*"estabil" + 0.051*"comec_cont" + 0.050*"pag_previde...
Maternity leave 10 0.25 0.186*"licenc_matern" + 0.080*"dias" + 0.043*"empres" + 0.038*"cent_vint" +... 0.22 0.125*"licenc" + 0.074*"ser" + 0.051*"period" + 0.034*"licenc_patern" + 0.0...
Paid leave 6 0.49 0.054*"cinc_d" + 0.053*"conced" + 0.048*"dia" + 0.046*"licenc_patern" + 0.0... 0.34 0.043*"cas" + 0.032*"casament" + 0.027*"ate" + 0.025*"medic" + 0.024*"traba...
Unpaid leave 5 0.98 0.077*"sindic_eleit" + 0.062*"exercici_mandat" + 0.060*"dias_an" + 0.057*"c... 0.02 0.082*"empreg" + 0.040*"afast" + 0.039*"falt" + 0.039*"period" + 0.038*"soc...
Other provisions on holidays and leaves 6 0.48 0.072*"trabalh" + 0.056*"goz" + 0.034*"servic" + 0.030*"empres" + 0.026*"di... 0.13 0.152*"contrat_trabalh" + 0.107*"ano_servic" + 0.068*"sera_pag" + 0.059*"re...
Access to company information 2 1.00 0.030*"sindicat_profissional" + 0.022*"sindicat" + 0.019*"trabalh" + 0.018*... 0.00 0.043*"relaca_anual" + 0.039*"document_equivalent" + 0.039*"informaco_soc" ...
Union access to workplace 7 0.44 0.105*"loc_trabalh" + 0.062*"sindical" + 0.056*"diretor" + 0.036*"dirigent"... 0.16 0.054*"categor_profissional" + 0.051*"fic" + 0.036*"colet" + 0.034*"membr_d...
Guarantees to union officers 3 0.69 0.049*"dirigent_sindical" + 0.032*"represent" + 0.024*"estabil" + 0.021*"se... 0.27 0.034*"sindicat_profissional" + 0.026*"profissional" + 0.025*"dirigent" + 0...
Union activities leave 3 0.50 0.047*"licenc" + 0.036*"dev" + 0.031*"antecedenc_minim" + 0.027*"eleit" + 0... 0.49 0.033*"event" + 0.032*"president" + 0.028*"assembl" + 0.028*"ativ" + 0.025*...
Other provisions on the relationship between union and company 3 0.79 0.028*"fic_obrig" + 0.017*"relaca_nominal" + 0.016*"sindicat_laboral" + 0.0... 0.20 0.025*"ofens_qu" + 0.022*"divulgac" + 0.021*"comiss" + 0.019*"nao_pod" + 0....
Procedures in relation to strikes and strikers 8 0.73 0.090*"lei_nº" + 0.035*"funcion" + 0.032*"grev" + 0.025*"sindical" + 0.025*... 0.15 0.065*"grev" + 0.028*"sindicat_laboral" + 0.028*"sindicat_patronal" + 0.027...
Factory commission 10 0.38 0.027*"comissa_bilateral" + 0.026*"norm_colet" + 0.026*"tres" + 0.020*"enti... 0.36 0.025*"trabalh" + 0.019*"part" + 0.014*"comissa_conciliac" + 0.013*"ser" + ...
Union fees 5 0.34 0.021*"parcel_igu" + 0.020*"sao_paul" + 0.020*"cart_escrit" + 0.017*"mencio... 0.24 0.047*"vigent" + 0.034*"remet_corr" + 0.030*"comerc" + 0.030*"abstenh_efetu...
Right of opposition to union fees 9 0.33 0.026*"assistencial" + 0.018*"direit" + 0.015*"manifest" + 0.015*"escrit" +... 0.19 0.042*"prim" + 0.039*"desd" + 0.035*"cart" + 0.033*"fic" + 0.021*"nao_recol...
Other provisions on representation and organization 4 0.41 0.040*"quadr_av" + 0.032*"sindicat_profissional" + 0.023*"cas" + 0.023*"rel... 0.35 0.039*"junt" + 0.032*"surg" + 0.030*"abrang_present" + 0.029*"direit_dev" +...
Union representative 3 0.63 0.032*"diretor_sindicat" + 0.027*"dirigent" + 0.020*"servic" + 0.017*"mes" ... 0.32 0.110*"deleg_sindical" + 0.039*"fic_assegur" + 0.033*"liberaca_dirigent" + ...
Unionization (campaigns and hiring of union members) 5 0.53 0.040*"ser" + 0.032*"nao" + 0.029*"represent" + 0.027*"empres_compromet" + ... 0.19 0.046*"empres_coloc" + 0.043*"categor_profissional" + 0.036*"disposica_sind...
Application of the CBA 2 0.51 0.047*"ref" + 0.044*"instrument_colet" + 0.041*"pod" + 0.037*"acord_convenc... 0.49 0.040*"valor" + 0.033*"dia" + 0.029*"regr_favoravel" + 0.027*"part_obrig" +...
Non-compliance with the CBA 10 0.24 0.152*"pagament" + 0.145*"estabelec" + 0.079*"cad" + 0.071*"salar" + 0.064*... 0.15 0.065*"vigent" + 0.063*"igual" + 0.059*"represent" + 0.054*"salarial" + 0.0...
Mechanisms for conflict resolution 10 0.40 0.047*"sera_dirim" + 0.035*"nao" + 0.034*"term" + 0.032*"duv" + 0.031*"tod"... 0.15 0.062*"entidad" + 0.054*"cam_intersindical" + 0.051*"norm" + 0.050*"present...
Other provisions 7 0.22 0.171*"jurid_leg" + 0.126*"present_ajust" + 0.123*"consider_firm" + 0.105*"... 0.19 0.158*"sindicat_comerc" + 0.141*"empres_permit" + 0.134*"julg_necess" + 0.1...
Rules for negotiating 5 0.64 0.115*"empreg" + 0.044*"dev_s" + 0.030*"cas" + 0.027*"profissional" + 0.026... 0.15 0.080*"sindicat_comerc" + 0.051*"sindicat_convenent" + 0.044*"salarial" + 0...
Renewal/termination of the CBA 2 0.80 0.084*"acord" + 0.053*"ser" + 0.053*"empreg" + 0.053*"renegociac" + 0.047*"... 0.20 0.132*"total_parcial" + 0.038*"ano_revist" + 0.032*"find_praz" + 0.030*"ini...



B Appendix Figures 

Figure B1: Profts and Utility Along the Contract Curve 

(a) Firm profts (b) Expected utility among workers

Figure B2: Correcting for Attenuation in βw
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Figure B3: Kernel Densities for Amenity Premiums 
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Figure B4: Mean Amenity Premiums by Broad Industries 
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C Understanding Sistema Mediador 

In 2007, Brazil’s Ministry of Labor (MTE) launched a website for writing and submitting 

collective bargaining agreements (CBAs) called Sistema Mediador. On August 2008, MTE 

announced that all CBAs from 2009 onward needed to be submitted electronically through 

this website in order to be registered by the ministry, and therefore become legally binding.31 

I’ve scraped all CBAs from this website as of September 2018. The objective of this appendix 

is to understand how these data are produced. 

C.1 Application 

An application is needed in order to submit a CBA through Sistema Mediador. The applicant 

must provide the following information to start the process: 

‹ Applicant’s representation: workers or employers 

‹ Applicant’s unique identifer: CNPJ or CEI (this information is validated by the web-

site which is then used to automatically fll-in other felds, e.g., name, address, etc.) 

‹ Level of bargaining: frm-level or sectoral 

‹ Type of CBA: original or amendment to an original (in the latter case, the application 

number of the original CBA must be provided) 

After providing this basic information, the applicant receives an application number that 

can be used to edit information about the CBA before submitting the agreement. In theory, 

the applicant can share this number with the negotiating counterpart, allowing either party 

to make online edits to the CBA. 

C.2 Submission 

The next step in the process is to provide additional information, write the CBA, and submit 

it through the website. The additional information required includes: 

‹ Identifer of the counterpart (CNPJ or CEI) 

‹ Identifer of any additional entity signing the CBA (CNPJ or CEI) 

‹ Name and title of the representatives of all parties involved 

31Specifcally, Instrução Normativa SRT nº 11/2009 revoked nº 6/2007 which had mandated submissions 
on paper. Although a 2012 decision removed the ban on paper submissions (Processo nº RR - 3895000-
45.2009.5.09.0003 ), virtually all agreements are registered online through Sistema Mediador. 



‹ Validity period of the CBA, i.e., a start and end date (cannot exceed two years) 

‹ Data-base of the category, i.e., the reference calendar date for negotiations 

‹ Category of coverage, i.e., free text describing the workers covered 

‹ Geographic coverage, i.e., the municipalities in which the CBA will be binding 

Once this information is provided, Sistema Mediador makes some validation checks, e.g., 

that the geographic coverage corresponds to the labor union’s jurisdiction. 

With the additional information validated, one can start writing the clauses of the CBA. 

Before writing each clause, the applicant must classify it into a broad group and then a 

specifc subgroup from predetermined lists. Once the clause is classifed, the applicant can 

write the clause title and its content. Although the title and description of the clause is 

free text, one can import clauses from previous CBAs registered in Sistema Mediador by 

providing the corresponding application number. In addition to the clauses, an applicant 

can insert appendixes to the agreement. Unlike clauses, the appendixes are not classifed 

into groups and subgroups, but they can also be imported from previous CBAs. 

The fnal task in this step of the process is to submit the agreement. Additional validation 

checks are made after clicking submit, e.g., that the CBA has at least one clause. Once the 

agreement is submitted, it cannot be edited, meaning that all negotiations should have taken 

place beforehand. If the submission is successful, a registration form becomes available. This 

form must be signed by all parties involved and fled in person at the regional ofces of the 

MTE. A fling number is provided to track the registration status of the CBA. 

C.3 Corrections 

After fling the registration form, it is possible that MTE notifes the parties that some 

corrections are required before formalizing the registration of the CBA. When that is the 

case, the applicant can access the CBA through Sistema Mediador and make the corrections. 

There are two modalities for corrections. One is for editing the CBA’s category, which can 

be done completely online. The other is to provide additional requirements. In this last 

case, the applicant must print the requirement form, fulfll the request, and fle the form at 

the regional MTE ofces. Once all corrections (if any) are approved by the MTE, the CBA 

is registered and becomes law. A registration number is provided as proof of the legally 

binding agreement. 
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